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1. Introduction
This is the third of a sequence of papers on international flows of
trade among fifteen Pacific Basin (PB) countries and between them and
eleven regions in the Rest of the World (ROW). In Part I of the sequence
(Hickman, Kuroda and Lau, 1977a) we presented and documented annual data
on bilateral flows of total exports valued f.o.b. in current dollars
among the twenty—six countries and regions for the years 1948 through
1975. The primary data source is the Direction of Trade computer tape
of the International Monetary Fund, but these data were supplemented
from other sources, especially as regards the international trade of the
socialist countries. The second report (1977b) extended the data base
to include unit value export price indexes and the corresponding constant
dollar trade flow matrices for the period 1955—1975. In this third
report we analyze the changing pattern of PB trade over the same period,
using as tools export growth decomposition indexes, trend analysis, and
regression analysis of the price elasticity of import market shares.
*Research for this paper was supported in part by grants to the NBER
from the Sumitomo Fund for Policy Research Studies, the Bank of America,
and Dillingham Corporation. Henry Moore provided invaluable advice on
computational aspects of the research.2
Fifteen countries are distinguished in the Pacific Basin, and the
rest of the world is disaggregated into eleven regions. The countries
and regions are: Australia, Canada, Republic of China, People's
Republic of China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Republic of Korea,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, U.S.A.,
U.S.S.R., Western Europe, Oil Producing Countries of the Middle East,
Other Middle East, Oil Producing Countries of Africa, OtherAfrica, Oil
Producing Countries of the Western Hemisphere, Other Western Hemisphere,
Socialist Countries of Asia, Other Asia, Socialist Countries of the Rest
of the World, and Rest of Oceania. Exports to or from countriesor
regions unknown or unspecified are allocated to a twenty—seventh
category: Not Elsewhere Classified (NEC). The countries included in
each ROW region are listed in Appendix A of Hickman, Kuroda and Lau (1977a).
The PB regional economy includes all the national economies which
border on the Pacific Ocean, with the exception of the Latin American
economies. The latter are excluded on the grounds that their trade (and
investment) ties are primarily with the U.S. or Europe and almost negli-
gible with the rest of the Pacific Basin.
With the exception of the U.S.S.R., the fifteen countries distin-
guished in this study already comprise a closely integrated regional
trading bloc of highly interdependent economies, and the U.S.S.R. has
been included because of its past importance andpresent high growth
potential in the region. The close trading relationshipsamong the PB
countries are documented in the earlier papers in this series.3
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the trends in the export performance of the PB countries and ROW regions,
as measured by the cumulative percentage change in each country's share
of world exports between 1955 and 1975 and for selected subperiods. In
Section 3 and Appendices B and C these export share changes are decomposed
into three sources: changes in the degree of penetration of the various
import markets, changes in the size of the import markets themselves, and
an interaction effect. The decomposition indexes are shown in Section 4
to be dominated by the market penetration or competitiveness effect, so
that a country gains or loses in world trade according to whether or not
it can increase its shares of the markets in which it sells rather than
as a passive result of changes in the size of the markets themselves.
This leads to a descriptive analysis in Section 5 of the secular growth
rates of the market shares of each country or region in the import
markets of the twenty—five remaining countries and regions. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6 with art exploratory regression analysis
of the responsiveness of the market shares to changes in the relative
prices of the various exporting countries competing in each import
market, leading to the general conclusion that relative prices do matter
and presenting estimates of share or substitution elasticities in the
various import markets.4
2. Trends in Export Shares, 1955—1975
Trends in the export performance of the fifteen PB countries and
eleven ROW regions during the past twenty years may conveniently be
examined with the assistance of Table 1. The table shows the cumulative
percentage change in each country's share of world exports (measured in.
U.S. dollars) between 1955 and 1975 and for selected subperiods. These
are total changes rather than annual rates and refer always to the change
from 1955 to the designated year. Changes are shown for the export shares
valued in current prices and also in constant (1955) prices.
Only four PB countries——Republic of China, Hong Kong, Japan and
Korea——increased their shares of world exports between 1955 and 1975.
The net change was virtually zero for Thailand over the same interval,
whereas the shares for the ten remaining PB countries fell by varying
amounts when measured in current prices.
As a rule, the shares in constant prices moved in the same direction
as in current prices and by roughly similar amounts, implying only moderate
changes in the ratio of own—country and world export prices over the span
of two decades. The principal exceptions are Singapore and the U.S.S.R.
The share of Singapore fell in both current and constant dollars between
1955 and 1970, but the trend was reversed between 1970 and 1955. The
reversal was sharp enough to raise the constant dollar shares for 1975
above that for 1955, whereas the current price shares, although higher
than in 1970, remained below the base level of 1955. The Russian shares
increased throughout the 1955—75 interval when measured in constant5
prices, but the small positive gain in current prices during the first
decade was reversed during the second, leaving the 1975 share in current
prices 20 percent below the 1955 share.
The greatest gain by far was experienced by South Korea. The huge
cumulative percentage gain to 1975 is inflated because of the small amount
of Korean exports in 1955. The Korean share rose by almost eight times in
current prices and ten times in constant prices between 1965 and 1975,
however, substantially outstripping in one decade the twenty—year gains in
all other PB countries. The Republic of China also showed exceptional
growth in exports between 1960 and 1975. The share of Japan has doubled
in current prices and nearly trebled in constant prices since 1955.
New Zealand experienced the largest net loss in overseas markets of
any PB country, losing two—thirds of its 1955 share in current prices and
one—half of its real share by 1975. Large reductions were also experienced
by Malaysia, the People's Republic of China, and the Philippines between
1955 and 1975, whether measured in current or 1955 prices.
With regard to the ROW regions, the principal gainers during 1955—75
were Western Europe and the oil producing countries of the Middle East and
Africa. The Middle East oil countries' share increased throughout the
period, with an especially spectacular gain in the current value share
occurring between 1973 and 1975 as a result of the OPEC oil price increase.
The OPEC price boost resulted in some decline in the constant dollar shares
of the oil producing countries in the Middle East and Africa, but the
reduced real shares for 1975 remained above the 1955 levels in both
regions.6
Apart from Western Europe and the OPEC countries, the shares of the
ROW regions generally declined between 1955 and 1975. These regions
include the less developed countries of the nonsocialist world lacking
oil resources, as well as the Western Hemisphere oil producing countries.
The share of the socialist Asian countries also declined in current and
constant dollars. The constant price share, in contrast, rose for other
socialist countries (largely in Eastern Europe), although their share in
current prices deteriorated after the OPEC price increase.
3. Export Growth Decomposition Indexes, 1955—1975
As a step toward understanding the export trends in Table 1, it is
useful to introduce a statistical decomposition of the sources of export
growth which distinguishes between changes in the degree of penetration
of the various import markets and changes in the size of the import markets
themselves. Such export decomposition indeAes may be developed with the
assistance of the following definitions:
=exportsfrom country I to country jinyear t
= =totalexports of country i in year t
j
3
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1it = = exportshare of country I in world trade in year t
n =numberof countries or regions in world trade
0 =subscriptfor base year7
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(6) Mit =i0wt
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From (3) and (6) we derive
(7) =a1.SW+ W + + Ac2jjA3.W.
Summing (7) over the n countries yields an expression for the total









Expression (8) decomposes the exports of the 1th country in
year t into four components. The first term shows the value of exports
in year t, given world trade in year t and assuming no change in the 1th
country's export share of world trade since the base period. To show this,
we note that in the base period, =ijt
=0,so that (8) reduces to
n
(9) X = Ea8. W io
j=lho oJ 0
andthe expression in parentheses is the base—period export share of
country I in world trade, defined henceforth as y=X.1w
io 100
Thesecond term summarizes the effects of changes In the 1th country's
market shares since the base period, holding constant the relative size of9
the various import markets. This term isolates the influence of changes
in the competitiveness of country i in overseas markets.
The third term measures the net effect of shifts in the size of the
import markets to which country i sells, holding constant country i's
shares in the various markets. This effect will be positive if the
markets to which country I sells heavily in the base periodgrow more
rapidly than world trade and negative if the reverse is true. Thus the
share of country I in world exports may increase without any change in
its competitiveness, provided that the markets which are of above average
importance to it happen to grow at above average rates.
Finally, the last is a term measuring the interaction between changes
in market shares and market sizes.
The share of exports of country i in world trade in year t is







Sincethe first term on the right is the base—period export share, (10)can
be also written as






Thus (11) decomposes the cumulative change in the export Share between the
base period and year t into its three components.10
It is convenient to express the cumulative change in the export share
as a ratio to the base share by dividing both sides of (11) by ho:
n n n
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where use has been made of =1ctct
Finally, (12) can be readily
transformed to a weighted average of the cumulative relative changes in the
ct's and 8's:
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Thus the percentage change in country l's export share since the base
period is decomposed into weighted averages of the percentage changes in
its market shares (competitiveness effect), the percentage changes in the
size of the various import markets (market size effect), and the product
of the two(interactioneffect). The weights are the proportion of country11
l's total exports sold in each of the j markets in the base period. The
matrices of a shares and X weights and the vector of B. import
ijo ijo
shares of world trade are listed for the 1955 base period in Appendix A.
Cumulative percentage changes in export shares and the corresponding
decomposition indexes computed from equati on (13) are shown annually between
1955 and 1975 for the twenty—six countries and regions in current prices in
Appendix B and in constant (1955) prices in Appendix C. The export shares
and their cumulative absolute changes in U.S. dollars are also included in
these tables. All these annual measures may be studied at leisure by the
reader who is interested in particular episodes or cyclical patterns during
1955—1975. The net changes between 1955 and 1975 are extracted from the
appendixes and displayed in Table 2 by way of summarizing the overall
trends during the period.
4. Components of Export Trends, 1955—1975
The basic finding from Table 2 is that the trends in export shares
are dominated by the market penetration or competitiveness effect. A
country gains or loses in world trade according to whether or not it can
increase its shares of the various import markets to which it sells rather
than as a passive result of changes in the size of those import markets
which are important to it in the base period.
The market size effect, while generally of secondary importance,
sometimes reinforces and sometimes offsets the competitiveness effect,
with the offsetting tendency slightly more common.12
The interaction effect is also generally of secondary importance, but
it is frequently larger in absolute value than the market size effect.
More often than not, and by a large margIn (19 out of 26) In the case of
the current dollar shares, the interaction term Is opposite in sign to the
market size term. Since the competItiveness term is usually large enough
to account for most or all of the total change in an export share, and
since the three components must add to the total change, it is perhaps
not surprising to observe that the market size and interaction terms are
of opposite sign in a majority of instances.
To the extent that enhanced market shares of a given country result
from relative price reductions, quality improvements, or aggressive
marketing efforts, one might expect some Induced enlargement in the
overall size of the corresponding import markets, and hence a positive
correlation between the competitiveness and market size effects. The
negative correlation actually observed in the majority of cases indicates
that the indirect effects on market size of actions to increase market
shares are weak and that the two components are largely independent of
one another. This independence, however, may be a statistical artifact
of the uneven size of the countries and regions in Table 2, since
independent actions by small exporting countries could scarcely be
expected to dominate the changes in the import markets of the larger
countries or regions.
Although we have labeled the. term for changes in market shares the
competitiveness effect on the hypothesis that market gains usually reflect
price or quality competition, a caveat is in order. EnJ,arged market shares13
can also result from enhanced monopoly power. In the present instance,
this is especially true of the rapid rise in the current dollar shares of
the oil producing countries after 1973. The combination of inelastic
demand and huge price increases for oil swelled the current shares of the
oil producing countries despite substantial induced reductions in their real
shares between 1973 and 1975.
It is clear from the foregoing statistical decomposition that a
deeper understanding of changing trade patterns is to be sought in an
analysis of the trends and determinants of the underlying market shares.
5. Trends in Market Shares, 1955—1975
In the preceding section the share of exporting country i in the




Themarket shares can be arrayed In a 26x26 matrix with typical
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andhence the market shares account exhaustively for the total imports
of country j.14
Exponential trends were estimated for the market share coefficients
from the following logarithmic specification:
(16) Lncz..a..+a..T+u..
l3t olJ ltj ijt
where T is time, a1.. is the estimated average annual growth rate of the
market share, and u. is a random disturbance. In most cases, the trend
13t
is fitted for the twenty—year interval 1955—1975. In about 10 percent of
cases, however, the sample period is shorter because country i did not
begin exporting to country j until some year later than 1955.
The estimated average growth rates a1are displayed in matrix form
in Tables 3 (current prices) and 4 (1955 prices). The asterisks signify a
significant coefficient at the 5 percent level. Zeros appear on the main
diagonal for the fifteen individually distinguished countries and in a few
off—diagonal cells for countries which do not trade with one another for
political reasons. The main diagonal cells for the eleven ROW regions
show the trends in intraregional trade among the constituent countries.
These tables compress a great deal of information about the changing
patterns of trade over the past twenty years. One can read down a column
for a profile of the changing composition of each import market. The
shares of Australia, Canada, the Republic of China, Hong Kong, Japan,
Korea and Russia in the U.S. market increased significantly during 1955—
1975, for example, with especially large increases recorded for the
Republic of China, Hong Kong and Korea. Other PB suppliers either lost
ground in the U.S. market (Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand) or had15
statistically insignificant positive (People's Republic of China) or
negative (Indonesia, New Zealand, Singapore) trends. No significant
trend is observable in the Western European share of U.S. imports. The
shares of most of the other ROW regions in the U.S. market trended downward
significantly during the period. There was no significant trend in the
share of the Middle East Oil region to the U.S. over the twenty—year
interval, although the postsample trend will doubtless be positive and
probably of substantial magnitude. Especially in the case of the oil
exporting countries, the historical trends may provide little quantitative
guidance about future trends in their shares in overseas markets.
Similar profiles could be drawn for other import markets, but for
present purposes greater interest attaches to the row entries for each
exporting country. It was shown in the preceding section that the
Republic of China, Hong Kong, Japan and Korea increased their shares of
world exports during 1955—1975 and that most or all of the gains were
statistically attributable to the growth in their weighted market shares.
A positive overall competitiveness effect is consistent with negative
trends in many or even most import markets, however, provided only that
positive trends are sufficiently large in those markets to which a country
sells heavily. Inspection of each row of Tables 3 and 4 reveals at a
glance the extent to which market penetration by a given country occurs
consistently or unevenly across the various markets. When uneven changes
occur, the matrix of A.. weights may be consulted in Appendix Table A to
determine which markets of the exporting country carry the most weight in
its competitiveness index.16
It is apparent from Tables 3 and 4 that three of the four countries
in our study whose exports grew more rapidly than world trade during 1955—
1975 were able to increase their shares in virtually all markets. The
share growth rates were uniformly positive for Japan in all markets.
Taiwan and South Korea do not export to the People's Republic of China or
Russia, but their shares grew in twenty—one of the remaining twenty—three
markets. The experience of Hong Kong is more mixed, which probably
accounts for its lower overall trade growth rate. Hong Kong lost ground
significantly in the People's Republic of China, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand
and Socialist Asia, and had insignificant negative trends in Indonesia,
Japan and the Rest of Oceania. These mixed trends were the more damaging
in that Hong Kong's exports are distributed fairly evenly across the
various markets.
Among the big losers during 1955—1975, the case of New Zealand is
especially interesting. It held or increased its shares in all PB
countries except the U.S. and all ROW regions except Western Europe, and
yet it experienced the largest net loss of export share of any of the PB
countries. The apparent paradox is explained as soon as it is noted that
in 1955 only 12 percent of New Zealand's exports were to other PB countries
and that nearly 83 percent went to Western Europe. The corresponding
figures for 1975 in current prices are 50 percent and 49 percent. Thus,
between 1955 and 1975 New Zealand was transformed from a European to a
Pacific Basin trading partner, and this development is reflected in the
market share trends of Tables 3 and 4. The unfortunate aspect of the
transformation is that the precipitous decline in New Zealand's share of17
Western European imports (9.26 percent per year) swamped the (weighted)
increases in New Zealand's PB trade, so that the country's overall trade
position deteriorated substantially. A similar story may be told for
Australia, except that its 1955 exports were distributed somewhat more
evenly——30 percent to the PB countries and 58 percent to Western Europe——
and thus the subsequent losses in Western Europe were less severe, so that
the transformation to a PB trading partnership was accomplished with a
considerably smaller net loss than for New Zealand.
Large declines were also experienced by Malaysia, the Philippines
and Singapore during 1955—1975. Malaysia's trade losses to Australia,
Japan and the U.S., and especially to Singapore and Western Europe, each
of which accounted for 30 percent of the exports in 1955, were responsible
for most of her net loss of 50 percent. In 1955, the Philippines' major
customers were Japan (15 percent), the U.S. (60 percent) and Western
Europe (18 percent). She experienced subsequent significant downtrends
in all three markets and in several others as well. As for Singapore, it
was heavily dependent in 1955 on its exports to Malaysia (22 percent), the
U.S. (11 percent) and Western Europe (30 percent). It held its share in
the first two markets but suffered a large reduction in the third and
scattered declines elsewhere.
The export shares of Canada, the U.S. and Russia declined about one—
fifth between 1955 and 1975 when valued in current prices. Canada lost
significant ground in five markets, with the loss in Western Europe
weighing most heavily. The U.S. gains and losses were equally balanced
in number, but three of the declines occurred in its largest markets,18
namely Canada, Western Europe and other Western Hemisphere countries.
Russia was hit hardest by the loss of its markets in the People's Republic
of China, which accounted for 27 percent of its current dollar export
receipts in 1955, but it also incurred scattered losses elsewhere.
Unlike Canada and the U.S., Russia's real share of world exports
increased between 1955 and 1975 despite the decrease in its current
dollar share. Russia's current and constant dollar shares changed in
the same direction in most import markets, as normally expected, but the
real share rose in Western Europe while the current value share declined.
Among the eleven ROW regions, Western Europe and the Middle East and
African Oil regions increased their shares in world exports during our
sample period. In 1955, 54 percent of the export trade of Western European
countries was internal to that region, so that the positive trend in the
value share of internal Western European trade explains the region's
overall gain during 1955—1975 despite downtrends in three—fifths of the
remaining markets. The Middle East OPEC countries enlarged their market
shares generally during the period, although experiencing (unimportant)
reductions in Indonesia, Russia and Socialist Asia. Africa oil country
exports were overwhelmingly to Western Europe in the base period (89 per-
cent), and hence its overall gain is due to its increased market share
in that region, which swamped losses in eight other markets.
The remaining eight ROW regions all experienced substantial down—
trends in their current dollar export shares during 1955—1975. Most of
these regions had share losses in a majority of markets. The nonoil
countries of the Western Hemisphere fared better than this, with losses19
confined to eight markets, but these unfortunately included the U.S. and
Western Europe, which are both major outlets for Latin American and
Caribbean exports. Finally, the ROW Socialist region, primarily Eastern
Europe, also experienced comparatively few losses of market shares. As
a result, their current dollar share of world exports declined only
moderately and their constant price share actually rose.
6. Relative Prices and Market Shares, 1955—1975
To what extent may the observed movements of the market shares be
attributed to changes in relative prices among the competing countries
in a given import market? In this section we summarize the results of
an exploratory analysis of this question, making use of the following
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where is the previously defined share of exports of country i in the
total imports of country j in year t, P is the export price of country i
(assumed to be the same in all import markets, thus abstracting from price
discrimination, and assuming that freight charges, tariffs, and other
differential cost factors are a constant proportion of f.o.b. prices over
time), T is an Index of time,Vij is a random disturbance,and20
26
(18) P7 11aijo '7t
isan import price index in market j, with the export prices of the various
competing countries weighted by their base period (1955) shares of the
imports of country j.
The relative price term compares the export price of country i with
the weighted average of the export prices of all other countries competing
in the j market. Since a •.0for each of the fifteen PB countries,
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the own—export price is automatically excluded from the import price index
of the Jth country, as it should be. Since each of the eleven ROW regions
is an aggregate of several countries, however, the own—export price index
for the region does enter the region's import price index, again as it
should. The coefficientair. is the (short—term) elasticity of the market
share with respect to relative export price.
The trend growth ratea2.. is measured net of the influence of any
trend in relative prices and hence differs from the corresponding gross
trend estimates in Section 5. The net trend may help to account for
changes in taste, or for secular improvements in the quality of goods not
captured in the price indexes
The term is included to allow for a lagged response of the
market share to changes in relative prices, with the response following a
geometric distributed lag.
In long—term equilibrium with stationary relative prices, the market
share would be fully adjusted to the relative price, and would equal21
(19) tn =
[aOi/(l_a31)]
+ [a1ij/(l_a3ij)J £n (P/P'') ÷[a2/(l_a3fJ)]
T,
whereaii is the equilibrium market share in year 5, the coefficient on
the price term is the long—term share elasticity, and the trend coefficient
allows for secular changes in the market share from taste changes or
quality improvements at fixed relative prices.
The estimated coefficients
a2.., and a1../(l—a3.) are
reported below in Tables 5—S for the real market shares in 1955 prices.
The equations were constrained to satisfy certain a priori conditions.
Two equations of the general form (17) were estimated for every (nonzero)
market share by ordinary least squares, one with and one without the lagged
dependent variable. No equations are available, of course, for the own—
market shares of the fifteen PB countries, which are identically zero!
Some off—diagonal zero entries also appear in the tables, and these
represent either cases where no trade occurs for political reasons, or in
which trade was begun or resumed too late in the sample period to provide
sufficient degrees of freedom for estimation. The sample period for most
regressions is 1955—1975, but about 10 percent of the equations are for
shorter samples beginning with the first nonzero share observed after 1955.
The following prior conditions were imposed on the estimated regres-
sions. First, if 0 <&3i
<1the equation with lagged dependent variable
was rejected. This restriction is necessary to preserve the underlying
rationale for the response mechanism postulated in (17) and (19). Second,
the price coefficients were examined for the reduced set of lagged
'For part of the period under consideration there are actually nonzero
own—marketshares for Japan and Malaysia because of changes in political
boundaries.22
and unlagged regressions. Any equation with >0was rejected, since
by assumption the export goods of country i are substitutes for those of
all other countries. If â1. was negative for both the lagged and unlagged
versions of (17), and the lagged version had passed the first test on
L3jj
it was accepted as the final equation. Otherwise, the uniagged version
was chosen. The coefficients of the final set of regressions are listed
in Tables 5—8. The blank entries in the tables correspond to omitted
equations, except that additional blanks are found in Table 7 for those
included equations which were estimated without the lagged dependent
variable.
It should be noted that these sign restrictions are a minimal set of
constraints to make the estimated equations consistent with the underlying
economic theory. In previous work Hickman and Lau (1973) imposed additional
restrictions based ox a functionally explicit form of the market shares
hypothesis originally developed by Armington (1969). Assuming a constant
elasticity of substitution utility function and optimizing behavior,
Armington derived the following demand function for (our notation):
a. —U.
Jxm J
(19) X .= a..mjP/P.)
ijijj i 3
where a is the common elasticity of substitution between all pairs of
exports in the j' import market and m. and are CES indexes of the
quantity and price of imports. A linear version of the model was developed
in Hickman and Lau (1973) by the substitution of the linear indexes
m. =E and PT =ct. P and by linearizing the expression around
i
-' -'iJo23
base period prices and quantities. The linear form was then estimated by
pooled regression techniques subject to the additivity constraint that
E X .= m.and the restriction of a single value for a in each market.
iij 3 j
The model was also extended to incorporate a time trend and to allow for
adaptive expectations on the (linearized) relative price term, with the
individual trend tens also satisfying the additivity constraint.
Equation (17) is analogous to the earlier adaptive expectations model
of Hickman and Lau (1973). In contrast with the earlier study, the equation
is estimated by log—linear regression so as to preserve the exponential
form of the strict behavioral hypothesis. Also, the dependent variable is
instead of X as in the previous study, but this is directly equivalent,
as can be easily seen by dividing both sides of (19) by m. By far the
most important difference between the two studies is the fact that each of
the twenty—five share equations for a given import market is independently
estimated, without the cross—equation constraints of a single substitution
or share elasticity and without the adding—up constraints.
At the most fundamental level, the purpose of the present regression
analysis is to establish whether the export shares of given import markets
are functionally related to relative prices in those markets. Now, our
data on prices and quantities of traded goods aggregate all imports in a
given market without regard to commodity composition. The price measures,
moreover, are unit value indexes, which are necessarily imperfect indicators
of price trends in the marketplace. In view of these facts, the evidence
in Tables S and 8 of a preponderance of negative share or substitution
elasticities in the various import markets may be taken as confirmation
that relative prices do indeed matter.24
The number of negative share—price elasticities in the various import
markets ranges from 13 to 23 and averages 17. The total number of negative
elasticity coefficients is 449. This is 67.5 percent of the total number
of possible estimates in the sample.
In most cases the estimated short—term elasticity coefficients in
Table 5 are statistically insignificant, although 18 percent are signif i—
cant at the 5% level and another 7 percent at the 10% level. Given the
data limitations and the unconstrained estimating techniques employed in
these regressions, these mixed results are only to be expected and may
properly be judged to be encouraging.
There is, however, considerable variation among the estimated elas-
ticities in each import market, and some may be judged implausibly low or
high by the reader. In principle, however, the share or substitution
elasticity can range from zero to infinity and any particular cutoff point
is necessarily subjective. Instead of arbitrarily excluding individual
estimates, a preferable procedure is to average the estimates for each
import market to reduce the influence of the extreme values.
This is done in Table 9, which lists simple and weighted averages
of the short—run and long—run elasticities from Tables 5 and S for each
of the twenty—six import markets. The simple average is the arithmetic
mean of the accepted elasticities in each market, whereas the weighted




where is the estimated accepted share—price elasticity for the
country in the 1th import market, is the base period (1955) share
of country i in import market j, and the summation includes only those
countries for which accepted elasticities were estimated in market j.
Theaverage long—run elasticities are necessarily larger thanthe
impact on short—run elasticities whenever the lagged response is included
in the estimation equation, of course. How much larger they are depends
on the estimated magnitude of a3jj in Table 7, since the long—runelas-
ticity is equal to the estimated short—run elasticity a11. divided by the
complement of a3ij. When a3ij is near unity, the long—run elasticity may
be a large multiple of the short—run value, and about 10 percent of the
long—term elasticities in Table 7 exceed 15 in value.
These large values may dominate the arithmetic means in Table 9, and
the same is true to a lesser extent with regard to the unweighted means of
the short—term elasticities, which may also be unduly influenced by the
extreme values estimated for some alij. Especially if these highvalues
are for exporting countries which are unimportant in the particular import
market, they may distort the market average if given equal weight.Thus
the weighted averages are the preferred measures in Table 9.
For the most part, the weighted averages are lower than the arith-
metic means. Thus the high estimated individual elasticities tend to be
Inversely correlated with initial market size, and we suspect this may
reflect a tendency for misleadingly high price responses as a result of
the high incremental growth rates typical of initially small shares. In
two cases, however——Socialist ROW and Rest of oceania——allowingfor the26
. sizeof market shares markedly increases the estimatedlong—term average
share elasticities, owing to the highelasticity and large weight of the
U.S. in the first regional market and of the U.S.and the U.S.S.R. in the
second.
Apart from a few extreme values, the weightedaverages in Table 9
range between 0.3 and 6.5 for the short—term elasticities and between0.7
and 9.6 for the long—term elasticities, withoverall means respectively of
1.7 and 2.5. The corresponding constrainedestimates of a. for the earlier
linearized model with adaptive priceexpectations and individual net trends,
ranged between 0.1 and 4.5 for the short—term and 0.2 and8.9 for the long—
term elasticities, with means of 1.5 and 2.5(Hickman and Lau, 1973, Table
1). Thus the present estimates, whenaveraged as indicated, appear not only
to be reasonable in comparison with the earlierfindings but remarkably
similar to them despite the substantial differencesin geographic coverage,
sample period, and statistical methodology in the twostudies.27
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Arithmetic Means and Weighted Averages of Estimated Short—Term
and Long—Term Share—Price Elasticities in 26 Import Markets
Short—Terni Long—Term
Arithmetic Weighted Arithmetic Weighted
Country or Region Mean Average Mean Avenge
Australia —1.239 —0.518 —28.303 —1.051
Canada —1.243 —0.612 —3.552 —1.839
Republic of China —2.579 —3.088 —3.662 —4.064
People's Rep. of China—3.554 —2.659 —7.813 —6.268
Hong Kong —1.314 —0.557 —2.111 —1.182
Indonesia
-.—7.731 —2.057 —10.509 4.599
Japan —0.791 —0.881 —2.113 —1.632
Korea —9.756 —4.070 —10.757 5.975
Malaysia —2.168 —0.634 —2.576 —0.848
New Zealand —2.278 —0.269 —3.660 —0.670
Philippines —9.657 —6.451 —11.772 —9.603
Singapore —1.237 —0.467 —1.584 —0.684
Thailand —3.234 —2.232 —4.783 —3.017
USA —0.859 —0.349 —5.999 —3.228
USSR —3.583 —2.726 —4.266 —2.865
Western Europe —0.606 —0.353 —2.146 —1.367
Middle East Oil —1.697 —1.128 —2.264 —1.662
Other Middle East —1.360 —0.556 —1.982 —1.008
African Oil —3.469 —0.898 •5.457 —1.043
Other Africa —1.118 —0.653 —2.474 —1.609
West. Hem. Oil —2.723 —1.196 —3.683 —1.825
Other West. Hem. —0.705 —0.476 —1.213 —0.684
Socialist Asia —5.749 —6.133 —14.332 —16.932
Other Asia —1.559 —0.693 —2.929 —1.815
Socialist ROW —1.766 —2.873 —4.616 —21.526
Rest of Oceania —5.609 —14.073 —6.986 —17.294






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANNUAL CUMULAtILE CUMULATIV,5 CflPETI—flIXET.INTEEACXIOb
EXPORT PERCENTAGE TIYE1ESSSIZt
SHARE lb EXPORT CHANGE EFFECT Evflcr
SHARE 10 11k3R1
SHARE
1EAE 1 2 3 4 5 b
1955 0.01901 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00
1956 0.01814 —0.00088 —4.61 —6.214 2.74 —1.11
1957 0.01934 0.00033 1.71 —3.02 2.56 —3.94
1958 0.01512 —0.00369 —20.148 -is.28 —1.76 —3.44
1959 0.01696 tQ.00205 —10.80 —0.86 —0.99 —2.92
1960 0.01600 rO.0Q301 15.84 -17.72 2.73 —3.6,
1961 0.01763 —0.00139 —7.30 —8.18 6.34 —b.4b
•1962 0.01663 rO.00238 —12.514 -13.50 5•145 —1.53
1S63 0.01824 0.00077 —4.014 0.90 5.22 —13.10
1964 0.01765 —0.00137 —7.16 —5.54 8.56 -10.23
1965 0.01615 '0.00286 —15.05 -13.53 7.50 —9.01
1966 0.01552 —0.00350 —16.39 —1.69 6.42
1967 0.01638 rO.00264 —13.86 —7.64 6.22
1968 Q.01486 —0.00415 —21.82 -16.58 7.30 —16.53
1969 0.01558 rO.003143 —18.03 —13.45 b.95 -13.52
1970 0.01536 —0.00365 —19.20 -17.03 11.60 —13.77
1971 0.01503 —0.00398 —20.94 —20.09 10.09 —10.35
1972 0.01576 —0.00325 —17.13 —17.50 10.86
1973 0.01b85 —0.00217 —11.40 —16.a9 15.73 —13.44
1974 0.01353 —0.OOflb —26.82 -27.10 15.96 —1?.6B
1915 0.01427 0.00474 —24.94 -24.85 12.61 —12.703—2





EXPQWt CHANGE PE&EMTAGE TIVENESS SXZL
SHARE I)S EXPORT CHANGE £F1ECL EFfECt
.IM EXPORt'
SHARE
YEAR 1 -2 3 4 ••- 6
1955 0.04684 0.OQ000 0.DD 0.00 0.00 0.03
1956 0.04699 0.00016 0.33 1.43 —1.33 —0.Oo
1957 0.04491 -0.0O193 —4.12 0.39 —4.29 -3.22
1958 0.34686 0.00.002 0.05 1.00 —0.9t4 —0.02
19b9 0.04626 —0.00957 —1.22 —4.75 3.68 -0.16
1960 0.04307 —0.00,327 —8.04 —5.91 —2.43
1961 0.04419 —0.00264 —5.64 —0.15 —4.71 —0.78
1962 0.04226 —0.00456 —9.7 —3.73 —3.18 -.36
1963 0.042b3 —0.00.431 —9.19 —3.39 —4.18 —1.62
1964 0.04487 —3.00,197 —4.20 2.03 —5.03 -1.21
1965 0.043o7 0.00317 —6.76 —3.18 —2.52
1966 0.04727 0.00043 0.91 1.33 1.61 -4.03
1967 0.04951 0.00467 5.fl 5.10 1.9s
1968 0.05304 (i.00620, 13.23 7.51 7.66 —1.56
1969 0.05084 0.00431 8.55 5.14 6.10
1970 0.05160 0.00497 10.60 9.37 4.85 —3.62
1971 0.05125 0.0Q1442 9443 5.46 7.bO —3.63
1972 0.04897 0.00213 4.55 0.61 - 7.79
1973 0.0445, —0.00227 —4.85 —5.31 3.26
1974 0.04001 —0.00683 —14.57 —15.71 14.32
19Th 0.03882 —Q.00802 —17.13 —12.66 - —2.513—3




ANNUAl. cuauLArIvE CUMULATIVL C)UETI- ftAtKET1inEEACflO
LIPORT CHANGE PERCEMTAE TLVENESS SIZE
SHARE IN EXPORT CHANGE EEPECT EEFECI
SHARE IN ExP01T
SHARE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 S 6
1955 0.00131 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.30
1956 0.00126 —0.00005 —3.78 —18.57 16.52 —1.73
1957 0.00142 0.00011 8.73 —10.48 25.11 —5.93
1958 0.00151 0.00020 15.65 —2.73 lo.8? 1.51
1959 0.00142 0.00011 8.32 -10.97 23.52 -4.23
1960 0.00125 —0.00003 —2.34 - 17.45 27.03 —11 .92
1961 0.00146 0.00,017 12.92 —0.30 43.38 —30.16
1962 0.00153 0.00022 17.09 6.68 33.12 —22.91
1.963 0.00215 0.00084 64.44 41.66 44.67 —21.S2
19b4 0.002149 0.00119 90.50 70.51 47.24 —21.26
1965 0.00242 0.00111 85.03 66.22 43.22 —24.41
1966 0.00265 0.00134 102.01 75.76 55.20 —25.95
1967 0.00291 0.00166 126.67 99.63 fl.96
1968 0.00333 0.00203 154.68 116.02 72.51 —35.65
1969 0.00383 0.00252 192.69 154.99 76.92 -39.22
1970 0.00460 0.00329 251.56 219.02 83.6'i —S1.30
1971 0.00518 0.00448 341.79 302.'42 75.62 -36.25
1972 0.00709 0.00318 4141.73 393.15 17.91 —29.3?
1973 0.00773 0.00642 490.62 432.90 111.26 —53.54
1974 0.00679 u.00549 419.99 373.34 133.0? —S1.53
1975 0.00629 0.001498 380.60 353.62 131.56—10. flB-4
CUWPQNLbTS OF cuauA.ATIYE PLCEStAGE CHA1WL ii UBhNI PaICE EXP3aT SUAF.kS
C)N20NAS OF CUNULAnVE
PERCLHrAGk. CIiANGt
ANNUAL CUaULAflVE .CUaULATIVk C3PEII—ak1KE ISTEISCIXON
CHANGE 2ECENTAGL TIVESESS SIZE
ShARE IN EXPORT CUA?4GE EFFECT EflECt EFFECT
ShAIE lb EXPORT
SHARE
YEAR 1 -2 .3 '4 5 6
19s5 4.01460 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.01614 0.00146 9.94 5.73 1.60 2.62
1957 0.01488 .0.00019 1.33 —6.76 6.59 1.149
1958 0.01869 0.0Q1401 21.31 15.21 8.61
1959 0.01962 0.00494 33.88 15.12 16.95 1.60
1960 0.01591 0.001-23 8.41 —4.90 19.98 —6.67
1961 0.01154 rD.00314 21.40 -31.27 2.36 12.51
1962 0.01117 rO.00351 —23.94 34.94 21.24 -16.25
1963 0.01Q70 —0.00398 —27.09 —36.41 27.13 —11.61
1964 0.01060 —0.00408 —27.80 —34.69 25.81 —16.92
1965 0.01103 —0.00365 —24.85 —29.71 21.31 —16.46
1966 0.01122 —0.00346 —23.56 —29.51 18.69 —12.7t
19o7 0.00960 rO.OOSOB 34.60 38.03 24.95 21.5l
196S 0.00835 —0.04633 —'43.13 —45.61 19.49 —17.01
1969 0.00782 —0.00686 —46.73 —46.58 11.98 -16.10
1970 Q.00676 —0.00792 —53.94 —55.89 17.18 -15.22
1971 0.00713 —0.00755 —51.44 —53.66 12.79 —10.57
1972 0.00762 ,.0.00706 —48.OS —49.96 lb.36 —14.4b
1973 0.00879 —0.00589 40.1 43.85 14.Sb —10.7s
17k 0.00181 —0.00607 —46.83 —50.06 2.29 0.5
1975 0.00809 —0.00659 —44.67 -45.47 14.66 —1&.2b
SB—5




ANNUAL CU4ULAflVE LU8ULATXVE cotinrz— 8AME1LflkkscTION
EXPQRT CHANGE PERCENIAGE TIVENESS SIZk.
SHAlL IN EXPORT CHANGE EIFECT LFkECF EFIEC1
SHARE awnpoar
SHARE
lEAR 1 2 3 14 5 6
1955 Q.00493 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00576 0.00083 16.89 6.85 15.97 —5.92
1957 0.00472 —0.00021 —4.34 —9.36 16.73 —11.71
1958 0.00495 0.00002 0.145 —1.36 10.72 —8.91
1959 0.00517 0.00024 4.81 2.09 4.49 —1.77
160 0.00538 0.00045 9.13 13.ii —e.1'o o.i;
1961 0.OOsll 0.00024 11.86 9.94 -2.00 —3.0?
196 0.00546 0.00053 10.74 18.57 —6.20 -1.63
1963 0.00573 0.00080 16.17 23.85 7.214
1964 0.00590 0.00091 19.61 33.58 —14.46 0.49
1965 0.00615 0.00122 24.75 35.05 —12.81 2.50
19b6 0.00654 0.00161 32.61 48.51 -10.18
1967 0.0071; 0.00223 45.32 62.14 —6.91
1968 0.00736 0.0Q243 49.28 58.27 -4.90
1969 0.00805 0.00312 63.19 69.49 —2.94 —3.36
1970 0.00807 0.00314 63.65 68.60 —4.64 —3.33
1971 0.00816 0.00323 65.57 68.72 —5.76 2.61
1972 0.00842 0.00348 70.65 75.77 —7.10 1.5
1973 0.00893 0.00400 81.12 83.65 3.26 —5.61
1974 0.00736 0.002 14.17 54.lb 8.08 -13.07




AbMUAI. CUaULATZYE.C4JULUIV CUZPEfl—ARET £SZLkACTZON
£XPOET CUAIIGE PLBCLNT&GE ZIVENESS SIlL
SHIn Lb EXPORT CHMGL EFFECT EFFECT
.SHLRE XISEXPORT
SBAIL
1 2 3 4 5 5
1955 0.00988 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1955 0.01204 0.00297 30.05 —0.b4 20.22 10.47
1957 0.01224 -.0.002i7 23.97 —2.2o 18.22 .8.02
1958 0.01249 0.00261 26.43 —0.03 16.88 9.58
1959 0.01164 0.00176 11.82 —1.29 17.64 7.147
1960 0.00705 —0.0028.3 —28.6s —27.18 —0.37 -1.06
1961 0.00598 0.00389 —39.43 -34.53 0.43 —5.30
1962 0.00492 —0.00495 —50.11 —45.45 —0.48 —14.24
1963 0.00471 —0.00516 —52.28 —47.03 0.53
1964 0.00437 —0.00550 —55.72 -52.51 -2.80 —6.40
1965 0.00385 —0.00603 —61.06 —59.21 —2.85 1.00
1966 0.00336 —0.00652 —65.98 —61.21 —1.23
196 0.00317 —0.00.670 —67.89 —69.75 0.$7 0.BS
1968 0.00297 —0.00690 —59.93 -70.19 3.27 —2.38
1969 0.00326 th.006o2 —67.03 T58-8° 4.63 —2.67
1970 0.00371 0.00617 —62.46 —67.99 5.96 —0.43
1971 0.00371 —0.00610 —61.82 —68.31 5.5(4 0.96
1972 000459 —0.00528 53.48 62.34 6.05
1913 0.00609 —0.00319 —38.37 —53.89 31.44 14.08
1974 0.00962 0.00025 —2.514 —32.67 15.41 14.72
19Th 0.00865 —0. 00123 —12.43 —31.86 9.94B—7




ANNUAL CUhULIX.IVE £UAULflIVF COMPEfl— MAEKLT1aflAC1-I0
LIPOaT CUiNG! nkCENTAGE LAVENESS SIZE
SNARL INE1P01X CUANGE E1FEC1 EFFL;1 EFkECI
Ji EXPOST
SHAkE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 - 5 6
1955 0.02175 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.02447 0.00272 12.51 10.63 3.31
1957 0.02560 0.00386 17.73 18.95 2.81 -4.02
1958 0.02563 0.00388 11.87 14.18 1.86 1.83
1959 0.02908- 0.00734 33.714 31.89 —1.01 2.Bb
1960 0.03i38 0.00963 44.40 49.St —4.10 —0.91
1961 0.03140 Q.Q0fl6 144•I4 51.60 —6.10 —1.10
1962 0.03501 0.0-1326 60.98 71.56 —7.8? —2.71 -
1963 0.03537 0.01362 62.65 75.46 —9.35 —3.&6
19b4 0.03817 0.01643 75.5(4 96.08-10.3
1985 0.041404 0.02230 104.54 123.21 -10.86
1966 0.04124 0.02550 117.25 131.63 —8.145 - -5.SIe
1967 0.04751 0.02577 118.49 131.40 —8.45 —4.46
1968 0.05345 0.03170 flS.63 152.96 —6.26
1969 0.05711 0.03596 165.38 119.95 -7.66 —6.91
1910 0.06092 0.03917 180.15 204.37 —10.06 —14.17
1911 0.06742 0. 04567 -210.03 233.79 —8.68
1972 0.06755 0.04580 210.62 239.33 —10.21 —16.50
1973 0.06263 0.04089 lBb.03- 217.91 —9.02
1974 0.06567 0.04393 202.01 221.9? -6.01 —19.94
1975 0.06462 0.04287 192.14 t42.75 —4.12 -21.48B— 8




ADUAL CWIULLTIVE CUaULATIV COIIPETI— aLkKELINEESACTION
EXPQRT CHANGEkCENIAGE2?IVEZIESS SIZE
SHARE IN EXPORT CliANGk &FFECT EfFECTnncr
IN £XP3tX
SHARE.
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.30020 0.04000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ISSo 0.00025 0.00005 27.21 21.24 7.80 —1.82
1957 0..00022 0.00002 10.82 —1.82 10.66 1.96
1958 0.00016 —0.04004 —20.143 —25.37 5.23 —0.59
1959 0.00017 ,0.00003 —13.46 -22.27 114.96 —6.14
19o0 0.00025 0.00005 27.03 1&.19 15.51 7.33
1961 0.00030 0.00010 48.82 1.9.35 24.52 1495
1962 0.00040 0.00020 99.19 60.35 19.12
1963 0.00057 0.00037 185.85 181.45 26.48 —22.07
1964 0.00070 0.00050 2146.17 213.72 28.53 5.92
1965 0.00094 0.00074 311.80 340.0.4 26.18 5.58
196ó 0.00124 0.00104 518.147 443.24 3775 3.48
1967 0.00153 0.00130 651.21 S145.20 45.63
1968 0.00192 0.00172 861.74 719.64 14a.56 93.52
196w 0.00229 0.00209 1048.03 890.06 50.50 101.146
1970 0.00270 0.04250 1251.37 1030.44 55.48 165.45
1971 0.00310 0.00290 1451.75 1210.91 51.61 1a.22
1972 0.00393 0.00373 1867.57 1511.81 53.47 242.30
1973 0.90565 0.00S45 2726.15 2095.65 65.35 561.19
1974 0.00$42 0.00522 2611.53 2131.71 77.20 1402.614
1975 0.00598 0.00576 2891.2b 2566.29 64.61 260.35
.B—9




AAJUAL CUMIJLAEIVE CUaULATIVL C)liPE11_ NA1KE( INfRACTION
£XPQRT CHANGE PERCENTAGE TLVENESS. SIZE
SHARE INEXPORT CHANGE E1fEC2 EMkECT
SHARE IN EXPOkI
sHin
YEAR 1 .2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00976 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00823 —0.00153 —15.68 -30.62 30.05 —15.22
1957 0.00135 —0.00241 —24.65 —36.5i 26.57 -14.66
1956 0.00689 —0.00286 —29.35 -36.92 21.49 —13.92
1959 0.006/4 —0.00102 —10.45 —22.16 21.15 —10.014
1960 0.00911 —0.00.064 —6.58 —7.40 —4.20 5.02
1961 0.00162 —0.00193 —19.83 —21.26 —4.59 6.02
1962 0.00746 tO.00230 —23.57 -23.77 —5.26 5. 146
1963 0.00701 rO.00269 .21.56 -28.42 ,tS.13 5.95
1964 0.00639 —0.00337 —34.52 -29.73 —9.95 5.16
1965 0.00666 —0.00309 —31.6 -26.35 —9.46 4.12
196L. 0.00625 —.00i51 —35.98 —31.50 —8.89 4.41
1967 0.00.8'46 —0.00129 —13.21 —17.31 —I.7C 13.714
1968 0.00569 —0.00407 —41.69 —41.53 —4.57 4.41
lSoi 0.00610 —0.00366 —37.41 —36.85 —2.22 1.60
1970 0.00545 —0.0Q430 —*14.12 -45.58 —0.69 2.14
1971 0.00416 —0.00499 —51.19 —52.54. —0.63 1. Sb
1972 0.00419 —3.00556 —57.03 —57.41 0.09 0.29
1973 0.00528 —0. 00448 —45.91 —49.59 b.26 —2.60
1974 0.00523 —0.00453 —40.38 -50.97 1C.13 —5.55
1975 0.00463 —0.00513 —52.56 -54.68 b. 36 —4.26B—1O




ANisUAL CLAMiJLAXLWE CUjIULATIVk C)MPETI— aLiKE!Lb2kACtL0N
£XE'ORT caasGE PEEENTALETIVENESS SIZE
SanE IN EXFOiT CHANGE EffECT EFFECT
-,LU LXPCRT
SHARE
YE-AR 1 2 3 '4 5
1955 0.00769 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00137 —0.00032 —4.17 —2.91 —0.89 —0.37
1957 0.00674 —0.00095 —12.41 —9.14 —3.16 —3.03
1958 0.00645 0.00124 —16.10 -11.17 —4.34 01.01
199 0.00689—0.00080 —10.40 —6.58 —3.68 —0.15
1960 0.00647 —0.00122 —15.92 —15.85 0.73
1961 0.00594 —0.00175 —22.81 —23.46 2.48 —1.83
1962 0.00546 —0.00223 —28.95 —29.89 4.71 —3.17
190i 0.00586 rO.00.183 -23.84 -24.72 1.17 —5.49
1sb4 0.00608 ,-0.00161 —20.93 —22.82 6.71 —4.83
1965 0.00524 —0.00245 —31.8 -33.66 0.50 —4.65
1966 0.00521 —0.00248 —32.30 -34.86 5.81
1967 0..00455 —0.00314 —40.8) -41.49 4.84 —4.15
1968 0.00416 —0.00354 —45.98 —45.91 '4.43 —4.50
1969 0.00434 —0.00335 _43.56 —43.87 6.142 —5.11
1970 0.00384 —0.00385 —50.09 -49.93 7.84 —8.01
1911 0.00382 —0.00367 —50.36 —49.74 7.56 —8.17
1972 0.00431 —0.00339 —44.01 —41.51 8.61 —11.11
1973 0.00452 —0.00317 —41.21 —40.50 9. 1
1974 0.00295 —0.00474 —61.66 —55.82 6.03 —LSb
1975 0.002b5 ,Q.00514 —66.87 -63.88 4.70 —7.69
SB—li




ANNUAL CIAIULLEIVE CUMULATIVE C)MPETI aAktcnibflh;CTION
EXPORT CHANGE EERCENTAGE TIVENESS SIZE
SHARE AM EXPORT CHANGE EFFECT E1FEC
SHAR.E 1U.ZXPDRI
S H AR E
lEAR 1 2 3 5 6
1955 0.00427 0.00000 0.03 0.00 C.00 0.00
1956 .00431 0.0000.3 0.79 —1.14 1.86 0.07
1957 Q.00381 —0.00046 —10.63 —10.69 0.45 —3.55
1958 0.00453 0.00026 6.114 4.25 1.l42 0.47
1959 0.00462 0.00035 8.22 —0.64 7.92 0.94
1960 0.00420 —0.00008 —1.60 —6.35 3.114
1961 0.00367 —0.00060 —14.12 —18.14 4.61 —0.59
1962 0.00393 —0.00034 —2.99 -12.20 3.73 3.45
t963 0.00411 0.00050 11.67 4.13 4.99 2.56
1964 0.00431 0.00004 0.59 —3.10 4.55
1965 0.001415 —0.00012 .—2.81 -10.71 o.00 1.90
1966 0.00415 —0.00013 .—93 —18.14 12.61 2.61
1967 0.00382 —0.00046 —10.71 —25.10 16.10 —2.30
1968 0.00358 —0.00069 —16.16 —34.36 22.31 —4.10
1969 Q.00305 —0.00122 —26.66 —42.24 21.64 -8.36
1970 0.00336 —0.0Q091 —21.28 -41.63 22.33 —1.98
1971 0.00326 —0.00102 —23.16 -41.61 23.13 -5.30
1972 0.00263 rO.00164 38.148 51.90 24.00
1913 0.00334 —0.00094 —21.93 —40.78 26.27 —7.41
1974 0.00330 -0.0009b —22.85 —40.52 3*.67 —12.99
1975 0.00276 —0. 00151 —35.'4 —48.26 22.05 —9.23B-12




A1ANU&L •cuauLArzvk CUtIULLTIVk C)PETl- aLRKETLEtEkACTLON
kXPQIT CRANCE eLRCEIITAGi. TIVENESS SIZE
SHADE Id EXPORT CHAWGE EFFECT
,SUABE 1 EXPORt
SAt AR E
flaB 1 2 .3 4 5 -6
1955 0.01086 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.01000 —0.00085 —7.87 —18.82 16.05 —1.10
1957 0.00931 —0.00155 —14.28 —23.56 15.78 —6.50
1958 0.00688 -0.00198 —18.24 -25.74 16.91 —11.46
1959 0.00917 —0.00169 —15.56 —44.41 16.S2 —6.09
1960 0.00849 —0.00237 —￿1.80 -25.86 4.75 —0.59
1961 0.00777 —0.00309 —28.48 —34.34 b.92 —1.06
1962 0.00763 —0.00323 —29.73 —34.47 5.72 —0.96
1.963 0.007Th 0.0Q370 —34.10 -37.55 6.00 —2.55
1964 0.00501 —0.00585 —53.87 -56.37 2.26 0.24
1ôb 0.00511 0.00575 —52.fl —54.4.7 1.49 0.01
1966 0.00525 —0.00561 —1.69 —51.2o - 0.65
1967 0.00517 —0.00569 —52.36 -51.63 - 1.0-7 —1.80
1966 0.00536 —0.00550. —50.62 —41.82 -—1.71 —1.09
1969 0.00572 —0.00514 —47.32 —40.50 —3.13 —3.65
1970 0.00502 —0.00$4 —53.81 —48.52
- —3.21 —2.07
1971 0.00509 —0.00576 —53.08
-—47.00 —3.56 —2.49
1972 0.00533 —0.0Q552 —50.88 —40.95 —5.53 —4.39
1973
-0.00646 —0. 00.438 —40.34 - —32.37 —0.90 —1.06
1974 0.00718 —0.00368 —33.88 —27.67 2.17 —6.36
1975 0.00653 —0.00433 —39.83 -27.57 -2.51 —9.75
SB—13




ANNUAL .caaAJLArIfl CUSULflIV1 C)ftPETI- ?IAkKETIStERAC1ION
EXPORT CHANGE PEECENTAk TIVENESS SIZE
SHARE IN EXPORT CHANGL. EFFECT EIFECT EFFECT
SHARE IN Expoar
5ffAR £
1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00275 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.30
1956 0.00408 0.00133 48.17 15.56 5.86 26.76
1957 0.00411 0.00135 49.01 18.66 7.11 23.33
1958 0.00318 0.00103 31.25 7.29 3.29 2.66
1959 0.001405 0.00130 41.18 12.10 10.01 25.07
1960 0.00325 0.00050 18.07 10.27 8.11 —0.31
1961 0.00356 0.00080 29.12 20.70 13.56 —5.14
19b2 0.00325 0.00053 19.37 12.53 10.10 -3.26
1963 0.00306 0.00030 10.94 5.68 14.34 —9.08
1964 0.00343 0.00961 24.46 23.63 14.81 -13.98
1965 0.00334 0.00058 21.16 16.61 13.77
1966 0.00343 0.00068 24.53 26.16 0.69 —22.33
1967 0.00321 0.00045 16.40 11.71 26.Q7 -21.78
1968 0.00277 0.00001 0.48 —4.55 29.47 —24.lls
1969 0.00261 —0.00015 —5.35 —10.78 30.06 -24.62
1970 0.00229 —0.00.046 —16.71 -26.48 31.52 —21.75
1971 0.00241 —0.30935 —12.61 —20.84 30.14 -21.52
1912 0.00264 —0.00012 —4.25 —3.02 30.64 —31.8?
1973 0.00276 0.04001 0.34 —13.28 38.67 —25.Ob
1974 0.00302 0.00026 9.51 -11.25 42.t41 —21.63
1975 0.00268 —0.04001 —.59 -11.05 34.16 -25.703—14




ANiIUAL .CUSULATLVk CU$ULATZVE CDliPkXl—AAKE2 ISTZRACXZON
£XPQR CSAL PEkCth?AGk .TIYENESS SIZE
SHARE I EXPDRX CUAbGE £flECT LPEECX EffECT
INEXPOB?
SanE
YEAh 1 .2 3 14 5 6
1955 0.16343 0.00030 0.00 0.0,0 0.00 .D0
1956 0.1795i 0.01608 9.811 8.57 1.00 0.27
1957 0.18043 O.01b79 10.28 8.37 1.09 .0.82
1958 0.16518 0.00175 1.37 1.78 —0.93 C.22
1959 0.15123 —0.01220 .—7.141 —3.71 —3.66 —0.08
19o0 0.16065 —0.00219 —1.73 1.52 —3•143 0.21
161 0.15752 —0.OQSS1 —3.37 —1.27 —2.13 0.03
19o2 0.15421 —0.30916 —5.61 —1.39 —4.03 —0.20
1963 0.15321 —0.01022 —6.25 —1.16 —4.39 —0.70
19o4 0.15474 —0.00869 —5.32 —0.21 —3.73 —1.39
1965 0.14810 —0.01533 —9.36 —4.36 —3.61 —1.41
1966 0.15043 e0..OlJ0Q 7.95 3.74 1.97 —2.24
1962 0.14809 —0.01534 —9.39 —5.93 —0.92 —2.54
1968 0.114510 —0.01734 —10.61 —6.52 —0.64 —3.'&S
1969 0.140141 —0.02256 —14.05 —10.74 0.1S —3.13
1970 0.13974 —0.02370 —14.50 —9.20 —1.91 —3.38
1971 0.12825 —0.03518 —21.53 —16.47 —1.63 —3.45
1972 0.12149 rO.04195 —25.67 —20.55 —1.91 —3.23
1973 0.12498 —0.03b46 —23.53 —17.52 —1.01 —4.94
1974 0.12098 —0.04245 —25.97 -22.68 .li —5.145
1975 Q.13026 -0.03318 —20.33 l51l 1.52 —6.71
.B-15




ANNUAL CUnULATIJEcuauL&TIVE COEPETI— NAh&ETI$1EkACIION
£XP022 CHANGE PEECEWTAGE TIVENES$ SIZE
SHARE XI EXPORT CHANGE E1dFECT EkFECI EFFECT
SHAlE IA EXPORT
SHARE
YEAR 1 2 3 '4 5 6
1955 0.04098 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 o.03fl5 —0.00613 —14.95 —6.77 -9.56 1.31
1957 0.04055 —0.00043 —1.05 —4.27 -1.54 4.76
1958 0.03747 —0.00351 —8.56 —12.38 1.13 2.69
1959 0.04491 0.00392 9.58 1.10 5.54 2.94
1960 0.04442 0.00344 8.4) 2.25 3.70 2.45
1961 0.04562 0.00464 11.31 4.38 —2.27 .20
1962 0.04887 0.00)99 19.26 10.67 —5.16 13.74
1963 0.04546 0.004148 10.93 0.32 L—6.23 16.85
1964 0.04306 0.00208 5.07 —5.78 —6.37 17.23
1965 0.04216 0.00118 2.69 —5.33 —5.214 l3.4D
1966 0.04079 —0.00019 —0.41 —9.70 —4.55 13.79
1967 0.04256 0.00158 3.86 —7.59 -1.18 18.62
1968 0.04193 0.00094 2.3) —6.97 -16.86 20.14
1969 0.03965 —0.00133 —3.25 —10.02 —13.22
1916 0.03733 —0.00365 —8.93 —16.21 —12.35 19.bb
1971 0.03611 —0.00487 —11.89 —16.92 —14.55 19.56
1972 0.03341 0.00757 —18.47 —23.04 —1.36 19.95
1973 0.03217 —0.00681 —21.49 -24.00 -15.45 17.96
1914 0.02955 —0.01143 —27.90 —24.19 —20.88 17.17
1975 0.03261 —0.00631 —20.42 —14.68 —22.144 16.703—16




EXPQ&T CHANGE PERCENTAGE £IVENESS SIZE
SHARE IA EXPORT CHANGE EFFECT £FFECI EFFECT
SHflLau ann
SHARE
XEAR 1 2 3 14 5 6
1955 0.36623 0.00030 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.36063 —0.0Q560 —1.53 —0.42 —1.16 0.05
1957 0.36275 —0.003148 —0.95 0.77-1.ti —0.20
1958 0.38076 0.01453 3.97 5.71 —1.72 -0.02
1959 0.36486 0.01865 5.09 6.18 —3.17 0.08
1960 0.440148 0.03515 9.62 10.66 —0.92 —0.11
1961 0.'a1418 0.94795 13.09 13.66 —1.09 3.32
1962 0.41219 0.04596 12.55 12.76 —0.90 0.b7
1963 0.41484 .0.04861 13.27 12.89 —0.42 -0.81
1964 0.41045 0.04422 12.07 10.86 0.06 1.15
1965 0.42126 0.05503 15.03 13.82 —0.03 i.24
1966 0.42263 0.05640 15.40 15.29 —1.53 1.64
1967 0.42111 0.05488 14.98 16.0* —2.57 1.52
1968 0.112457 0.05834 15.93 17.11 —3.17 1.96
1969 0.43561 0.06938 18.95 16.87 —2.63 2.70
1970 0.44020 0.07397 20.2) 16.91 —2.09 3.39
1971 0.44940 0.08317 22.71 21.24 —1.97 3.444
1912 0.455s6 0.08933 24.39 22.74 —2.52 4.18
1973 0.45262 0.08639 23.59 21.45 —2.35 4.49
1974 0.41234 0.04611 12.55 12.40 —2.37 2.56
1975 0.43660 0.07037 19.21 16.27 —1.01 1.95
SB—17




ADUAL CLThUL1TIV cUILJLAXIVE CQkIPETI— MARKETINXERACTION
EXPORT CHANGE PERCUTAG LIVENESS SIZE
SHARE ii EAkOkX CHAUGE EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT
$HABE iN EXPORT
SHARE
lIAR 1 .2 3 4 S 6
1955 0.01499 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.0 1694 0.O0l9a 12. li 10.97 0.56 1.40
1951 0.01736 0.00236 15.76 13.65 —.3.10 .2.21
1958 0.03308 0.01808 120.58 128.12 —3.45 —4.09
1959 0.03096 0.01597 106.49 113.10 —3.15
1960 0.02993 0.011493 99.58 97.63 1.80 —0.06
1961 0.03Q09 0.01510 100.63 96.26 4.56 —.16
1962 0.03323 0.01523 101.59 96.13 4.32 1.15
1963 0.02931 0.01432 95.47 85.81 6.51 3.15
1964 0.02911 0.01412 94.17 81.33 v.26 5.58
1965 0.02807 0.01307 87.18 73.79 6.22 7.17
1966 0.02711 .0.01212 80.81 69.01 5.20 6.5C
1967 0.03046 0.01546 103.1' 85.23 6.49 11.41
1968 0.03122 0.01623 108.22 91.46 5.23 11.53
196 0.02893 0.01394 92.95 72.14 6.03 14.78
1970 0.04836 0.01331 89.14 68.82 1.82 12.50
1971 0.03674 0.02174 145.01 121.29 6.75 16.97
1972 0.03729 0.02229 148.67 127.05 6.79 14.83
1973 0.04131 0.02632 175.52 149.18 11.12 14.62
1974 0.OóbOB 0.07309 497.142 1414.49 11.73 bl.20
0.07901 0.06401 426.92 347.76 9.52 o9.6'48—18




ANNUAL CUdULflIVECUaUL&TIVE coanTl— EALKEIu1rtncrIow
£XPQRT Cli ANGE PERCENTAGE flVENESS SIZE
ShARE IN EX20R2 CHAkGE E!FECT £EIECT £1FECL
INLXP31X
SHAKE
YEAI 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.02143 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 C.00
1956 0.02027 —0.00115 —5.38 —3.15 —1.71 —0.52
1957 0.02120 —0.00022 _1.) 1.57 —2.57 —0.05
1958 0.00909 —0.01233 —57.56 —51.30 —3.54 3.27
1959 0.00861 —0.01281 —59.83 —59.81 —3.13 3.14
19s0 0.00864 —0.01279 —9.69 -60.96 0.18 1.08
1981 0.00776 —c,.01367 —63.60 —64.36 0.79 —0.24
0.00764 —3.01379 —64.35 -64.95 1.86 —1.2E
1963 0.00859 -0. 01284 —59.90 —60.92 -3. U' —2. Ca
19bL4 0.007o3 —0.01380 —63.45 —04.52 4.07 —3.31
1965 0.00811 —3.01332 —b2.15 -53.45 3.70 -2.40
196t 0.008C0 —0.01343 —62.87 —o3.5 2.56 —1.70
1967 0.O0Th1 —0.01392 —64.97 -6s.91 0.3s
1968 0.00763 —3.01380 —64.40 —84.21 0.39 —0.58
1969 000767 —0.013)6 —64.21 —64.31 1.03 —0.93
1970 0.00705 —0.01437 —67.06 —67.15 1.2 —1.55
1971 0.00690 —0.01452 —67.1 —67.72 1.65 —1.71
1972 0.0U52 —0.C1471 —68.65 -69.09 1.44 —1.00
1973 0.0068 —0.01418 —8.99 —70.05 2.65 —1.75
1974 0.00617 —0.01445 —61.4 —ô7.zb 2.6C
1975 0.00494 —0.01649 —76.95 —i8.49 4.16
SB— 19




ISNUAL C2IJMIJkATIVECUMULATIVe COAPET1— ttAhKE?IMUACZI0N
jXPQILT CHANGE ?ERCEbAGE TIVENESS SIZE
SHARE LiEXPORT CHANGE EFflC EFFC2 EfFECT
saflE IN .EX23n
SBARE
lEAR 1 2 3 4 3 6
1955 0.00696 0.00000 0.OD 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00712 —0.00124 —13.89 —12.90 —1.10 0.1
1957 0.00126 rO.0Q170 19.0l 15.87 3.67 0.53
1958 0.00800 —0.00090 —10.ó9 —5.01 —5.12 —0.57
1959 0.00702 —0.00194 —21.65 —16.97 0.35
160 0.00695 —0.00202 22.49 -22.33 —3.32
1961 0.00673 —0.00223 —24.88 —26.60 2.05
1962 0.01005 0.00108 12.10 1.35 4.28
1963 0.01055 0.00159 11.70 11.04 5.93 0.13
1964 0.01190 0.00294 32.61 24.80 6.43 1.58
1965 0.01230 0.00334 37.24 9.61 6.30 1.33
1966 0.01233 0.0J37 37.55 30.42 5.1 1.63
196.7 0.01261 0.00365 40.71 34.90 4.10 1.21
1968 0.01434 0.00538 59.95 54.75 3.69 1.55
19b9 0.01527 0.00631 10.39 61.87 6.15 2.3)
1970 0.01522 0.00626 69.81 60.43 1.81 1.56
1971 0.01595 0.00698 77.91 70.913 7.64
197i 0.01449 0.00553 61.68 54.08 8.68 —1.08
1973 0.01701 0.00805 139.80 82.04 S.12 -1.38
19714 0.02791 C.01895 211.43 197.82 5l7 b.13
1975 0.02224 0.01328 148.16 149.S2 4.63 —6.39B- 20




caftukArIve CU8ULATIVE C)NPETL— MkKF.XISTEkACTION
E120Et ChAbG ksLN2AG IVENESS:5jfl
ShARE 11 EYOkT CHASGE EFFECT EZZECT £?FECT
• 15 EXPOkT
SLURE
lEAk I 2 3 4 5 .6
1955 O.046ó7 0.00000 0.3) 0.0.0 0.00 0.00
1956 0.04512 —0.OOlSb —3.33 —2.38 —0.91 —0.05
1957 0.04041 ,0.00627 —13.42 —10.72 —2.90 .0.23
1956 0.04145 —0.00521 —11.17 —1.4b —3.73 0.02
1559 0.04107 —0.00561 —12.01 —8.22 —3.68 —0.12
19o0 0.03954 —0.00713 —15.28 — 14.31 1.03 0.05
1961 0.03855 —0.00612 —17.40 —16.71 —0. 19 —0.50
1962 0,.03658 —0.01009 —21.62 -21.74 1.17 —1.05
1963 0.03653 ?0.01014 —21.73 -22.14 .2.53 —2.12
1964 0.03615 —0.01052 —42. bM —23.42 3.05 —2.11
1965 0.03468 rO.01200 25.71W -26.71 3.26 —2.26
196o 0.03470 ,0.01197 —25.65 —26.35 2.37 —1.68
196i 0.03264 rO.Ol4O3 —30.07 —30.76 1.49 0.B0
1968 4.03178 —0.01489 —31.90 —31.90 1.46 —1.41
1969 0.03146 ,0.01521 —32.53 —32.64 2.?'4 —2.69
1970 0.0z943 —0.01727 —37.00 —37.03 3.12
1971 0.02509 —0.02159 —46.25 —45.57 .03 —4.71
1972 0.02513 —0.02155 —46.17 —44.33 q.0.0 —5.83
1973 0.02517 —0.02151 —46.08 —45.22 3.75 —4.61
1974 0.02392 —0.02275 —48.75 —47.70 1.30 —2.35
i97b 0.021Th —0.02488 —53.31 -52.65 0.78 —1.44
SB—21




AJNUAL CUMULAtIVECUMULATIVE C)MPET1- MARKETiflEkACTION
LIPORT CHANGE PERCENflL TIVENESS SIZE
IN LIPORT CHANGE EFfECT EFFECT EFFECT
SARE 1N £12091
SHARE
ILAR 1 2 3 44 5 5
1955 0.02228 0.00000 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.02246 0.00018 0.82 4.46 —3.51 —0.14
1957 0.02298 0.00070 3.15 8.62 —4.82 -0.65
1958 0.02347 0.00119 5.33 6.94 —1.71 0.10
195w 0.02321 0.00053 4.17 8.02 —4.21 0.36
19o0 0.02245 0.00017 0.75 8.51 —8.11 0.3S
1961 0.02117 —0.00110 —4.95 3.71 —0.98 0.32
1962 0.02151 —0.00071 —3.145 5.84 —10.02 0.72
1963 0.02028 —.G0200. —8.98 3.89 -14..53 1.67
1964 0.01880 —0.00347 —15.6C —3.00 —15.33 2.74
196 0.01763 —0.00465 _0.88 —8.37 -14.98
196b 0.01612 —0.30616 —1.66 —19.30 —11.40 3.03
1967 0.01611 —0.00617 —21.fl —17.42 —12.15 2.47
1968 0.01454 —0.00774 —34.75 —29.61 —8.62
196s 0.01288 —0.009140 —42.19 -35.01 —10.41 3.23
1910 0.0 1241 —0.00987 —44.30 -37.08 -11.44 4.22
1971 0.01006 —0.01142 —sl.27 —46.52 —10.￿8 5.53
1972 0.00950 —0.01277 —57.313 —53.13 —10.77 5.6
1973 0.00944 —0.01284 —57.62 —139.89 —14.61 6.88
1974 0.01824 —0.uQoG4 —27.11 —20.99 —1.fl 1.82
1975 0.01082 —0.01140 —51.44 —'45.66 —16.78 11.00B—22




A$SULL cUztULArIYECUNULATLVL CflPETI- ataftErISXEkACt131
txgoai CHANGL PLACEIITAGkh TIYEt1SS SilL
ShARE Ii EXPORT ChANGE LIPECT EFFECt EFFECt
—SHARE Li £X23fl
StaAaL
IE.AR 1 2 3 14 5 6
1955 0.06734 0.00000 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.06357 —0.00377 —5.60 —4.40 —1.31 0.11
1957 0.05660 rO.01074 15.914 —12.27 .3.42 0.25
1958 0.05536 —0.01198 —17.79 -16.16 —1.34 —0.29
195s 0.05241 —0.01487 —22.09 —22.11 0.98 —0.95
1960 0.ObOlb —0.01718 —2.2 —23.60 —2.10 0.3S
1961 0.05019 —0.01715 —25.47 —23.47 —2.46 0.48
1962 0..04965 _0.01749 —25.91 —24.36 —1.61 0.01
1963 0.04998 —0.01736 —25.78 -23.16 —_2.8S -0.29
lSow 0.047414 —3.01990 29.55 —25.66 —3.42
1965 0.04643 —0.02091 —31.06 -28.25 —2.2e —0.53
196b 0.04627 —0.02107 —31.29 —30.79 0.98 -i.48
1967 0.042S4 0.02440 —36.23 -35.71 0.93
1968 0.04063 —0.02672 —39.61 —40.85 4.79 —3.61
1969 0.04035 -Q.02699 —40.03 —40.83 4.11 —3.35
1970 0.0e0O1 —0.32733 —40.59 —41.23 3.64 —2.99
1971 0.03619 -0.03116 —46.26 —46.37 5.10 —5.00
1972 0.03642 —0.03092 —45.91 —44.92 5.65 —6.65
1973 0.03782 —0.02952 43.84 —41.65 .13 —4.93
1974 0.03856 —0.02878 —42.13 —42.08 4.00 —4.65
1975 0.03394 —0.03340 —49.60 -47.08 —1.53 —1.02
S0
3—23



















































































































































































JJMUAL CU}WLLEIVcQ5uLATiV C)SPLTI-A&AKI LNTEkACflOI
EXPORT CaAhGEflEENTAfl. nVENESS 512k.
suaae U EXPORT CMAMGE EFfECT EFYLC2
SliAAE 1$ £1231?
SaME
lEAR 1 .2 .3 4 5 6
1955 0.02447 0.00000 .0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.02355 —0.00092 —3.16 —8.53 1.81 2.96
1957 p.02215 —0.00232 —9.0. —12.37 1.36 1.50
1958 0.02171 —0.00216 —11.29 -15.71 1.46 2.96
1959 0.02111 —0.00335 —13.71 —16.82 1.56 1.So
1960 0.01889 ?3.00558 '42.SD —23.98 2.69 —1.51
1961 Ô.01865 —0.00582 -23 .sO —23.39 2. 12 —2.52
1962 0.01618 —0.00629 —25.71 —25.11 1.06 —1.86
19ó3 0.01241 ,r0.00606 24a77 —25.21 2.34 —1.89
1964 0.01730 —0.00717 —49.32 —28.93 3.32 -3.71
1965 0.01599 0.0O848 —4.6S —34.59 3.13
1966 0.01421 —0.0.1026 "4194 —41.65 ...38 -2.66
1962 0.01333 —&.01114 -45.53 —45.53 2.59
1968 0.01306 —0.01141 46a62 —45.52 1.10 2.28
1969 0.01163 —0.012814 —S2.48 —50.20 0.34 —2.52
1910 0.01102 -0.01345 —a.96 —52.4i 0.59 —3.13
1971 0.01000 —0.01fl7 —59.14 —57.10 0.39 —4.42
1972 0.00960 rO.0l467 60.77 59.04 0.20 1.53
1973 0.00927 —0.01520 —*2.13 —61.60 3.22
1974 0.00879 0.01568 —64.0 —bb.06 b.41 —4.45
19Th 0.00754 r0.01692 69.17 -75.26 8.93 2.8UB—25
COIPQNZnS OF CUfiULATLVE PUCrAGE CUANGE IN CUflEMT PALCE EX931T SHARE 2Soks
coapoNafl01 CUKULALIVE
PERCENTAGE CHANtL
ANNUAL CUAIJLAXIVECUAULATIVI C35PET1- b&RKEXIflEELCTIO!i
LAPORT CHANGE PERCENTAGE TLVEIIESS SIZE
SHARE IN EXPORT CHANGE EF?EC2 Lh1EC2 EFFECT
SHARE IN £XPDRI
SHARE
YEAR 1 -2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.05679 0.00000 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.05561 —0.00117 —2.06 0.47 —2.29
1957 0.05588 r0.OOO9l 1.63 —2.66 2.62 -1.56
1958 0.06197 0.00519 9.13 3,344 5.73 0.06
t9s9 0.06316 0.00637 11.22 0.90 11.oS 0.t4b
1960 0.u5610 —0.00069 —1.21 —14.00 12.43 0.3b
1961 Q.05520 —0.00159 —2.80 —16.35 12.04 i.S1
1962 0.05911 0.00233 4.1) —13.21 15.50 1.81
196.3 0.05962 0.00283 14.99 —12.33 14.01 3.31
1964 0.06739 0.01061 18.68 1.72 13.02 3.94
1965 0.06706 0.01027 18.09 4.05 10.66 3.38
1966 0.06331 0.00652 11.49 3.17 7.05
1967 0.061488 0.00810 14.26 2.72 10.21 1.32
1968 0.06275 0.00596 10.50 3.11 6.64 0.14
1969 0.06033 0.00354 6.2 2.00 4.56 -0.34
1970 0.060t7 0.00348 6.lt 1.3/ 4.8S —0.14
1971 0.05894 0.00213 3.75 2.41 i.44 -1.10
1972 0.0t2S7 0.00609 10.74 4.31 5.64 0.17
1973 0.05587 —0.00092 —1.52 —3•144 1.50 0.33
1974 0.04492 —0.01187 —20.fl —13.73 —7.6S 0.52
19Th 0.04402 —0.01216 —22.148 —21.75 1.44 3.63B— 26




ANNUAL CUNULAEIV± .CUMULATIVk c)aPETI- a&kKETLUk.kACXL0N
JAF0WL CkIANGL TLVbL5S SilL
ShAlE ill EXPUIT CHAaGL EFIECs EFFECT
SIIAISE....J.M LXPO&I
YEAh 1 .2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00814 0.00000 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00611 —0.00203 —24.94 —24.46 8.54 —9.02
195 0.00665 —0.00129 —15.85 -15.78 7.59 -1.65
1958 0.00212 —0.00602 —73.98 —72.39 10.15 —11.74
1959 0.00270 —0.0043 —66.76 —64.54 11.24 —13.46
1960 0.00421 —0.00392 —48.22 —52.69 8.66 —3.62
1961 0.00429 —0.00385 —47.32 —52.41 . 48 —4.39
1952 0.00359 —0.00455 —55.87 —59.10 1O.2b —7.03
1963 0.00238 —0.00576 —70.60 -69.96 11.41 —12.23
1964 0.00296 —0.00516 —6.3.59 —58.58 10.49 - 15.50
1965 0.00274 —0.00540 —66.3? -62.45 6.57
1966 0.00263 —0.00551 —61. 71e —61 .76 6.34 —12.31
1967 0.06272 —0.00541 —bb.52 —o.87 6.07 —.15.13
1966 0.00275 —0.00539 —66.26 —58.20 4.74 —12.80
196 0.00273 —0.00541 —66.4) —Sa.90 3.98 —11.55.
1970 0.00326 —0.00468 —60.00 —51.00 5.17 —14.17
1971 0.00314 —0.00500 —61.45 —50.33 3.34 —1.4.4b
1fl2 0.00316 —0.00496 —61.19 —43.78 3.29 18.1l
1973 0.00270 —0.00544 —6.80 —62.13 6.79 —11.46
1974 0.00261 —0.00553 —67.9 —66.46 6.36 —7.61
19Th 0.00209 000b05 —74.29 —11.53 6.06 8.72
SS
Appendix C.C—'




AIE}iUAL CUMULATIVE CUNUi.ATXVE CONfl'XI—AkKET IbIEACTI0h EAP0R CE AiGE ￿tSCEA1AGh LIVENESS. SiZE
Id EXPt)RL CUAGL EFFECT EFFECT EFILCI
IN EXEOiC.t
SE ARE
lEAk 1 2 3 4 5 5
1955 0.01901 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
19o 0.01o23 —0.00078 —4.11 —5. oI 2.78 —1.25
1957 0.01o84 tO. 00017 —0.68 —2.38 2.63 —1.14
1958 0.0171s O.0018i —9.82 —4.16 —1.39 —4.25
1959 0.01905 0.00004 0.20 4.63 —1.10 —3.33
1960 0.01818 —0.00083 —4.36 —o.43 .4b —0.141
19b1 0.01966 0.00064 3.39 1.58 6.26 —4.5
19o2 0.01651 —0.00251 —13.19 —11.52 5.18
faa 0.01791 —0.00111 —5.92 —1.39 ?.64 —12.)?
1961. 0.0 1712 —0. 00189 —9914 —8.65 7.91
165 0.01737 —0.0016w —6.6 —7.57 6.98
1966 0.01600 —3.00301 —15.85 —lb.9b 7.60
1967 0.Ol77a —0. 00123 —b.47 —0.40 7.38 —13.65
l5oo 0.01631 --0.00270 —14.2 -11.36 6.7t —9.61
1969 0.01741 —0. 00160 —6.42 —4.42 5.32 —12.32
1970 0.01d59 —Q.00u42 —2.20 —1.07 10.85 —ii.g;
1971 0.0 1857 —0.00044 —2.31 —3.69 9.17
1972 0.01741 —0.C01ó0 —8.42 —9.li 9.01 -S.32
1973 0.01496 —0.00405 —21.31 —24.82 12.41 —8.89
1924 0.01352 —3.00519 —2?.31 —25.53 9.55 —11.33
1975 0.OlolS —0.00282 —14.a5 —15.01 5.75 —5.520—2
LOQht.LA-us CUttua.AZiVt2kaCM.hA(. CkIASGE sCDNSTALflnz;t. £XP3B.E SuAkE ,
C0PQrgg.hfl0? cuULAIiVE prsGk dAN
ADUAL LUbUkAIfl cuMuJarxvk. CObPETI riAKETI$EthbACTIQN
C1AhGL kEnCENTAGE XIVEHESS SUE
SkiAILL IS t.XkOk'L' CHANGE EFIECI EFEEC? EflECt
SkiAti. hI bXFOkT
SH AA .
YLA 1 2 a 4 5 6
1955 0.04684 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.PD 0.00
0.04592 —0.00092 —1.91 —1.14 —0.79 —0.03
1957 0.04313 —0.00311 —6.65 —2.33 —4.214 —3.08
195o 0.04389 —0.00294 —6.29 —5.36 —O.S? 0.04
19 0.04292 —0.0039z —8.37 -11.8S 4.05 —0.53
19bC ,3•Q416L —u.00519 —11.09 —9.97 —1.33 0.21
1961 Q•j 436b —0.00318 —b.7 —2.92 —3.35 —0.51
1962 0.04173 —0.00511 —10.91 —6.37 —1.95 —2.60
1503 0.0257 —0.00427 9.11 —4.66 3.09 1.35
1964 0.04o2 -0.00122 -2.59 2.40 -4,28 -0.72S
196s 0.037C ,0.30314 6.70 4.06 1.97 —0.67
1966 0.04598 —0.00085 —1.83 —2.34 1.68
1907 0.u4720 0.00043 0.91 0.ko 1.59 —1.16
19&a 0.04883 0.00200 4.2. —0.34 6.73 2.12
19o9 u.046 13 —0. 00011 —1.51 —3.81 5.02 —2.72
19)0 0.0L4ób. —0.00022 —0.47 —0.46 3.40 —3.39
1971 0.04645 —0.00039 —0.83. —4.28 6.73 —3.26
1972 Q.0'S47 —0.0013/ —2.9 —6.03 b.08
1973 0.O4iesl —G.00193 —'4.11 —3.10 0.60 —1.62
17'e &j,04G70 —0.00614 —13.10 —10.40 —1.51 —1.21'
1975 0,03934 —0.00750 —16.01 —8.09 —7.37 —3.55c—a




AbNUAL Cuaui.LTIYL cuauarIvhCOiIPETI— hAkKETIbjEkACTI0N
E190R2 PLICEN?AGt TIVEbESS SIZE
SHARE IN £P0RT CUAMGE EflEcr E1SCT £F}ECI
ShAkE IA}1F0&T
ShARE
!EAB 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00131 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00135 0.00004 2.81 -13.26 16.92 —0.86
19,7 0.00132: 0.00001 0.57 -17.56 25.25 —7.12
1958 0.0016b 0.00034 2s.78 4.96 18.08 2.74
1939 0.00173 0.00039 9.83 7.43 c2.23 3.1?
1960 (s.OOThb O.U0024 18.41 0.41 25.84 —'.85
1961 O.OClbb 0.C0035 27.32 10.46 44.02 —21.1o
1,62 0.00202 0.00071 54.49 3b.83 33.56 —17.92
1,63 U.0013 0.00042 24.57 b.31 44.sl
1964 0.OOlb, 0.000SÔ 44.10 27.41 47.80 —31.11
19b5 0.00436 0.00105 80.41 59.z 144.bB
196t 0.00264 0.00133 101.i3 12.48 6.80 —27.iS
19o1 0.00262 0.00151 115.05 67.08 74.41 —46.45
1968 0.00310 0.00185 1141.63 lOu.05 74.25 —38.70
lSo9 0.003?4 0.00243 185.73 148.58 78.98 —41.83
1970 C.Q04b 0.00324 247.60 215.9$ 86.19 —54.57
1971 0.305b4 3.00451 344.21 302.93 19.12 —37.dL4
1972 u.Oe7eu 0.00573 l437.lD 390.11 dO.05 —32.70
19?3 0.00759 0.00028 479.63 433.05 106.85 —50.31
1974 0.OCoj3 0.C062 429.58 4C0a57 3.31 74.3C
1575 0.0072s 0.00354 453.51 4433 1Ct.57 3.42C—A




AtaNUA.. CUtWLAIIYI. CUMILLTIVC compgi— bAEK±1In2MACTXQIi
(SINGE 9flCEWT&Gt.TiVflSS
5HAaE 1M EXPOAT C6ASGE £tnCT
S&IABE lb L12391
SHAkE
YEAA 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.01466 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ISSe 0.01663 0.00195 13.26 8.50 l.S 2.82
1957 0.015415 0.00077 .25 —b.12 8.63 1.7e
1956 0.01991 Q.0Q523 35.61 18.78 12.08 4.74
1559 0.02130 0.006b2 45.12 21.02 21.17 2.9k
19b0 0.0164b 0.00160 12.26 —4.15 24.07 —7.66
1961 O.012.i —0.00i47 —16.85 —29.ab sa.97 —14.26
l9oz 0.01216 —0.00452 —17.19 31.o4 34.22 18.7b
1&o3 0.01136 —0.0033t —2.62 —34.5 32.60 -20.66
19o4 v.01103 0.O0365 —24.86 —33.91 31.94
196 0.0118i —0.OOisl —19.12 —26.la 29.34 —21.69
1966 0.01206 —0.00262 —17.82 —26.49 28.11 —19.45
19o7 0.01051 tO.OOLil7 —28.39 -3q.48 31.06 —31.00
1966 0.00909 —0.009 —i8.07 —43.09 30.70 -25.68
1969 0.00640
•—3.0062c —42.76 —46.71 29.64 —25.69
1970 U.00735 —0.00733 —49.95 —53.99 30.69 —26.64
1971 0.00600 —0.00666 —5.4) —50.41 27.46 —22.55
lS7z 0.0Cä2 tO.00617 —42.00 —46.96 34.93 —29.97
1973 C.uO8bi —0.DObbl 39.3b —46.0k 35.89 —29.41
1974 0.00773 —0..0O6 —4i.36 —54.10 27.25 —20.53






aAEIcErlZiflhALfloN £flOEI CHAbGL PEECEAAGE TIVENESS SIZE
SHAh.&. iH ZP01T CUAGL EkYECT EFFECt EEkECT
IN EX1RE
SBARE
XEA 1 2 3 14 5 6
1955 0.0043 0.OQ000. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00565 0.00012 14.65 4.65 16.8D -6.84
1957 0.00465 —0.00027 —5.'45 -11.15 18.66 —1.97
1958 0.00484 —0.00009 —1.75 —4.86 13.54 —10.43
1959 0.00460 —0.30033 —6.12 —s.81 4.01 —1.97
1960 C.004bs —0.00026 —5.37 —1.94 —4.36 0.94
19o1 0.00437 —0.00056 —11.33 —8.11 —C.86 —2.36
1962 0.30473 —0.00020 —4.14 1.68 —5.02 —0.90
1563 0.0C400 —0.00007 —1.52 4.la —6.32 0.62
19u4 0.0u457 0.00004 0.79 11.67 —13.75 2.b,
1965 0.00533 0.00039 8.00 15.99 —11.73 3.75
1966 0.00584 0.00091 18.5) 32.26 —9.Os -4.7C
l9si 0.C0632 0.00139 2o.23 43.31 5.40 9.3b
1966 0.00638 0.00144 29.29 37.46 —3.36 —4.79
1969 0.00671 0.00178 36.05 41.79 —1.49 —4.24
19/0 0.00658 0.00165 33.4o 36.36 —2.86 —2.05
1971 0.006145 0.00152 30.7, 33.47 —3.37
0.00633 0. 00139 26.2a 33.16 —5.47 0.59
173 0.OCb3A 0.00139 £M.16 32.67 2.8 -7.36
1974 0.OObtO C.000E6 13.48 0.18 4.80 —11.I9
19Th 0.00619 0.00126 25.56 34.Sb 4.Sb —13.63C—6




AbbUAL cu&iLArIVL CUaULATLVE nABKEDItTERACTI0L
CLIANGL 2kjj;ENTAGs4 TIVEJIESS SiZE
SflAak. lbEX20T LkIANGE E1FEC LflECT EFFECT
SnARL IS EXPOiT
Ski AK k.
YAt 1 2 3 4 S 6
1955 0.009db 0.00009 0. 0.00 0.00 0.03
19 0.O139 0.00411 41.64 6.72 22.12 12.80
195? 0.01415 0.0O426 1j3•33 10.01 21.27 12.01
1958 0.D1s42 0.00554 56.15 18.75 21.16 16.24
1Th9 0.01195 0.00207 20.99 —5.21 17.99 8.20
lioO G.007b5 —0.00202 Q.46 —19.67 —0.02 0.76
l91 0.0075t, —0.30232 —23.46 —19.95 2.114 —5.66
1962 0.GOa'*9 —0.00339 —34.26 —30.39 1.25 —5.15
1963 0.0C610 —0.0037b —38.22 -32.75 2.03 —7.51
1964 G.05S5 —0.00392 —35.71 —36.06 —1.14
1965 0.00566 —0.0QZe2 —42.7 -u.n —1.71 —0.38
156t 0.0049z —0.00495 —50.17 —52.17 0.20 1.81
196? 0.00490 —0.00498 —50. 41 —54.18 2.89 0.88
1.9ua 0.00419 0.00b69 51.59 —60.10 5.05 —2.53
16s 0.00'459 —0.00529 —53.5l —57.20 6.24 —2.56
1970 .00374 —0.00o14 —2.16 -68.66 7.27 —0.75
1971 0.00353 —0.0063k —64.22 —71.21 7.19 -0.20
1972 Q.003o3 —0.30604 —61.18 —68.91 7.03 0.10
1973 0.CC1&30 —0.00557 —56.41 —6o.44 9.74 0.29
1574 0.00427 —0.00561 —56.75 —o7.12 7.91 2.45
197 0.00365 —0.00602 —61.b0 -67.24 3.83 2.41C— 7




ANNUAa.. CUMuLArIvE CUMUJSATIVL C)NPETI- tIA1KETLbUEhACTLOL
CHflGE PEkCENt'AGL flVENESS SIZE
SIAARE IN EXPORT CliANGE EFFECT EkflCT EFFELX
SHARE 1W EXPOET
SHAIL
!EAII 1 2 3 *4 5 6
195 0.02175 0.00000 O.OD 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.02390 0.00215 9.91 8.06 3.51 —1.67
19,7 0.026Th 0.00445 20.144 21.55 3.22 —4.33
1S58 0.02692 0.00517 23.78 l.b9 2.33 1.85
195j O.0.cSäb 0.00794 36.149 35.54 —1.41 2.36
1960 0.03404 0.01229 5D.3 62.39 —4.22 —1.614
1961 0.034Th 0.01304 59.95 67.34 —5.69 —1.70
19s2 0.03760 0.01586 72. fl 83.51 —7.50 —3. 1D
163 0.04813 0.01639 75.31 88.31 —9.07 —3.87
1964 0.014150 0.01516 90.87 111.b —10.68 —10.30
1965 0.04à142 0.02668 122.66 143.85 —.46 —11.51
1966 G.0524t 0.03072 ltil.25 155.96 —8.34 —6.37
1967 0.O274e 0.03100 142.5e 156.77 —o.46
1968 0.05d70 0.03695 169.93 178.15 —6.30 —1.93
196 0.0635o 0.04224 194.24 210.17 —7.56 —8.3?
1970 0.067,7 0.04o02 211.65 238.39 -9.89 —1b.8
1571 0.07b3 0.05379 247.35 271.51 -1.87
1572 0.07323 O.C51'49 23b.77 261.149 —9.84
1973 0.067o C.04624 212.63 24d.47 —9.61 —6.22
197k 0.07579 0.05404 248.52 2Th.25 —o.64
1975 0.0713 0.05739 263.91 2b9.95 -3.81 —22.43C—8




ANIIUAL CUaLJLATIVE CUtSUL&IZVt. CQMPETI ABKET ThTBAC?IDN
LXL'QRs CÜAZI(.E PEñCENTAGE TIVEIIESS SIZE
SliAgE JJ EXPOIT Ch4hiG Eu?ECTErncr
SHAB± IS EXPORT
5}LA&E
1 2 3 4 5 6
lSSb 0.000z0 0.00900 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
195b 0.000il 0.00•001 3.23 —1.89 8.15 —3.03
195/ 0.00018 —0.00G02 —1l.L43 —21.76 10.71 —0.36
195c 0.00012 —0.00008 —140.15 -44.02 5.99 -2.12
1959 0.0G0l1 —0.30009 —43.97 —49.35 14.68 —9.30
1960 0.00020 0.0000Q 0.23 —17.35 15.67 1.89
1961 0.00041 0.0Q021 107.33 64.OC 26.01 17.32
1962 0.00051 0.00331 153.31 126.33 20.48 6.50
1963 0.00065 0.000(45 7. 33 219 • 64 27.31 —19.55
0.000au 0.00060 298.06 253.97 29.60 14.49
19o5 0.00105 0.00085 1424.9 381.92 27.95 15.31
190D 0.001.7 0.0010, 34.79 153.87 37.14 43.7a
1a7 0.00148 0.00128 639.11 32.60 '47.13 59.39
1968 0.001b3 0.00163 816.10 682.s4 49.13 814.44
19b9 0.0C23b 0.00216 1081.67 921.52. 31.21 108.94
l9iu 0.0C2o0 £.002u0 1301.53 1)78.64 56.21 166.614
1971 0.00339 0.00319 1596.21 1328.cs 53.76 213.51
192 0.004b 0.00436 2153.21 1856.75 54.62 281.84
1913 . u.OObiS 0.0061930b.6u 21440.lb 65.70 36(4.75
15?4 0.OObc.3 0.006433217.i4 2779.74 nS.60 362.20
1975 0.00836 0.006Th 14093.00 301.12 46.35 2'4s.59
.0—9




ANNUAL CUaUs.ATIYE CUULATIVE CcflIPETI— 1AAKE?LN2EACXI0h
EXPOhT CHANGE PLECEMTAGE TIVNESS SIZE
SIIAEE i) EXPORT EFFECT EPflCT
lti EXPORT
S EARL
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00976 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00889 rO.00087 8.9D 25.70 32.74 15.944
1957 0.00853 —0.00122 —12.54 -27.51 31. 13 —16.15
1958 0.00863 -D.O0113 —11.54 —22.52 27.74 —16.76
1959 0.008b6 —0.00109 —11.22 —22.94 2.1b —10.145
1960 0.00894 —0.00084 —6.60 —9.68 —3.80 1.B8
1961 0.00917 —0.00059 —6.04 —9.77 —.39 5.12
1962 0.00899 —0.00076 —7.83 —10.18 —3.09 5.44
1&03 0.00890 —0.00085 —8.15 —11.78 —3.140 6.44
1964 0.00811 —0.00165 —16.69 -12.78 —8.95 4.84
1965 0.00823 —0.00152 —15.62 —11.49 —8.36 4.23
lsóó 0.00818 —0.00157 —16.1 —13.71 —7.54 5.13
1967 0.01191 0.00216 22.10 8.51 —5.52 19.11
1968 0.00809 —0.00166 —17.05 -19.58 —2.39 4.92
1965 0.00798 —0.00178 —18.22 —20.05 —0.25 2.08
1970 O.C07o7 —0.00168 —19.2 —23.44 C.9D 3.19
1 971 0.00178 —0.00197 —20.21 -z4.6b 1.21 3.22
1972 0.C0731 —0.00245 —25.08 —27.28 1.05 1.1
1973 0.0L670 —0.00306 —31.35 —35.79 3.61 0.83
I97h O.006'.9 —3.00327 —33.47 —37.55 1.80 2.28
1&75 0.0(702 —0.00274 —26.D —2s.65 —0.13 1.70C—iD




AISUAL CUL4ULksIVLCUJLAtIVt CflPETI— Ak&LTIurk4scnoN
EXPuIT CUANGk 1EaCk4TAGL fiVENESS SIlL
SHkni. Ui ZXO2 CkIASGE EIFEC EFFECT flflCT
lb EXgOT
SallE
1AII 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.007b9 o.0000c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0400
1956 O.OOloLe —0.00005 —0.6 0.63 —1.01 —0.42
1957 0.00724 -0.00046 —5.92 —2.11 —3.49 —0.33
1558 0.00ó51 —O.000?8 —iC. 16 —.21 —4.74 ;0.21
195 0.0u744 —u.böo25 —3.30 0.96 —3.77 —0d9
l9oC. 0,007Le6 —0.00023 —3.O, —2.i2 0.36 —0.67
1961 j.00ouo —0.00103 13.43 13.96 1.79 —1.26
15o2 C.uOSoO —0.00209 —27.17 —21.84 3.63 —3.17
19o3 0.005 -0.00215 —21.99 -28.51 5.15 —4.63
1964 0.00537 —0.00fl2 —30.1 -31.34 5.52 —4.34
1965 0.OQ4oc —0.00263 —Jo.77 —37.80 4.95 -3.87
1966 0.0O43 —0.00276 —35•914 —31.44 4.1á —2.66
19b7 U.0u4o1 —0. 00286 37.43 37.46 3.08 3.03
1s66 0.00492 —0.00277 —35.99 —35.36 2.95 —3.55
1965 0.00505 —0.00264 —34.36 —34.02 4.66 —5.02
1970 0.0u4o7 —0.00302 —39.26 —38.141 5.73 —6.5;
1511 0.00434 —0.00335 —43.s2 —42.1S 4.73 —6.07
1972 0.00421 —0.00348 —4. 28 —41.97 4.96 —8.26
1973 0.00314 —0.00396 —51.42 —4.o6 5.35 —P.10
1974 0.00333 —0.00436 Sc.fl —54.32 2.94 —5.35
1575 0.00358 —3,00411 —3.50 —46. 72 —0.19 —4.53c—il




ANNUAL caduLATxvL L1JaULATIVECUaPETI— tAAAKflINtERACTION
aPOhT CHANGE PEkCF)ITAGE LIVENESS SIZE
SHAfl IN EXPORT CHANGE EIIECT EKFECT EIFECX
SHAlE IN EXP0L
S HAaE
TEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00427 0,00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.OC
1956 0,00427 ,0.00000 -0.05 —2.21 2.13 0.03
1957 0.00379 —0.00048 —11.22 -11.12 0.42 —0.52
19b8 O.004s3 —0.00004 0.94 2.79 1.50 0.35
1959 0.00392 —O.0003s —8.25 -15.15 6.00 —0.55
1960 0.OOJbj —0.00064 —14.96 —19.5b 4.03 0.54
161 0.003uL4 —0.00084 —19.55 -24.64 6.13 —1.03
19o2 0.00364 0.30063 14.?4 19.73 5.11 0.1l
1963 0.00426 —0.00001 —0.34 —8.06 6.10 1.62
1964 0.004b —0.00632 —7.31 —11.96 5.49 —0.94
1965 0.06378 —0.00049 —11.55 —19.43 7.01 0.87
1966 0.003o1 —0.6004b —10,78 -24.99 13.10 1.11
1967 o.ooic —0.00087 —26.36 —33.30 lb. 90 —3.96
1968 0.00305 —0.00122 —26.65 —44.00 21.74 —6.39
1969 0.00262 —0.00165 —38.63 -50.09 21.04 —9.58
1970 0.00277 —0.00150 —35.19 —thl.74 21.44
1971 0.00333 —0.00127 —i9.8D -4o.38 23.10
1972 C.002z —0.00135 —31.5? —46.24 22.97 —L3C
173 0.00306 —0.00121 —2o.30 -44.50 22.96 —6.??
157 0.06222 —0.30206 —48.13 —7.48 lo.68 —5.33
1975 0.0*Zi1 —Q.CC1S? —30.6; —46.15 11.00 —1.54C—12




CWUs.AIIV CULLJA.AIIV COPETi—AEKLI 1bFLkAC1Icz
khACSTAGETIVENESS SIW.k.
flAR1 IN EAP0iU CUANG} EFPECC !keCT EFZEC1
Its£XkOaT
ShARE
1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.01086 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.OlOal —0.00005 —0.45 -12.72 15.46 —7.19
1957 0.0 1081 —0.00005 —0.49 -12.32 18.33 —6.50
1955 0.01112 0.00C2o 2.37 —9.00 22.60 —11.42
19a9 0.30939 —0.00177 —16.33 —25.11 16.75 7.96
19o0 0.00831 —0.00255 _23•49 —27.35 4.28 —0.L43
1961 0.00910 —0.00176 —16.16 —24.50 8.45 —0.13
1962 0.00920 —L.00166 —15.2b —22.93 7.62 0.05
1963 0.00901 —0. 00164 —16.99 —23.86 8.16 —1.29
164 0.0063o —0.001450 —41.45 -46.68 4.10 1.13
19o5 0.006i1 —0.00t45 —41.90 —5.70 3.06 0.74
19b5 0.006o7 —0.00399 —36.71 —38.93 2.49 —0.21
1957 0.00728 —0.0035a —32.93 —35.31 3.35 —0.97
1968 0.00763 —0.00323 —29.75 -29.43 0.31 —0.63
1969 0.00748 —O.0033a —31.10 —25.56 —1.63 —3.71
1970 0.00724 —0.00361 —33.26 —29.11 —1.6s —2.51
1971 0.30833 —0.00,253 —24.iO —16.59 —1.05 —3.57
1972 0.00930 —0.00156 -t4.3c —3.02 —3.48 —7.85
1973 0.01128 0.00042 3.91 13.S3 —0.06
1974 0.01206 0.00120 11.0? 16.95 0.95 —6.87
0.01197 0.00111 10. 2s 2b.49 —2.92 —13.31c—13





EXPORT CHAbG kLkCEN?AGE TIVLNkSSSIn
SHARL IN EXPORrA2 ChANGE EFIECT EkkbC
LWLXThI
SUARE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.00275 0.09000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00.51 0.00176 63.84 26.09 6.26 31.49
1957 0.001457 0.00191 69.45 31.63 7.58 30.214
1958 0.00393 0.00117 142.57 7.52 4.39 30.55
1959 0.00409 0.00133 48.45 12.65 10.13 25.66
1960 0.OC3Cs 0.00032 11.67 3.96 6.65
1961 0.0034a 0.00.067 24.42 14.09 15.22 —4.86
1962 0.003L 0.00044 16.10 6.79 11.73 —t.142
163 0.00307 0.00032 11.56 3.78 Th.56 —7.26
1964 0.00346 0.00072 26.23 22.91 lb.04 —12.75
1955 0.00339 0.00063 23.00 16.19 15.52 —6.71
lSoc 0.00342 0.00066 24.02 23.ó14 22.14 —21.76
0.00322 0.00.047 17.01 9•145 27.93 —iC.37
1968 0.00261 0.00005 1.98 —6.15 30.25 —22.11
1959 0.00265 —0.00011 —3.95 —11.47 30.89 —23.36
1970 .G.O258 —0.00017 —6.22 —19.10 32.33 —1S.45
1971 0.0C2'b 0.00020 7.13 —5.43 32.27 —19.bb
192 0.00333 0.60056 21.014 18.91 31.95
1573 0.00271 —0.00004 —1.e -15.97 36.66
1974 0.0027C —0.000Cc —2.014 1S.38 30.17 —12.83
1 97 0.OL2r3a 0. 001 3 4.61 —3.50 24. 27 —lb. 10—14




ANtHilL CUtlUA.AflVt.CUMLJA.AflVL a2 LtiXEkAC'LLON
Ldkbik 2t.nCENCAG.rLVeaAESS
SoAIE IN EXi'ODT C8AsGE E1itC £M*ECT
h11L ii EXE0&Z
SHARE
1 2 3 1 S 6
195S 0.16343 0.00000 0.03 0.0c 0.00 0.00
1956 0,177s+ô 3.31403 6.58 7,56 3.75 0.28
1957 0.17424. 0.01019 6.53 5.89 0.01 0.10
1956 0.Th50S —0.00838 —5.13 —2.82 -2.bl c_al
0.13774 —0.3259 —15.72 —10.36 —5.61 0.33
1960 0.1451t —0.31o27 —11.1D —5.10 —3.40 0.38
1961 0.14276 —0.0206a —12.65 —8.47 —4.15 0.02
1o2 ..l393b —0.02'0b —14.12 8.51 6.12
1963 0.14033 —0.0 2311 —14.14 —7.40 —b.15 —0.59
19o4 0.14294 —0.020a0 —12.54 5.84 5.33 1.31
1 9s 0. 13428 —0. 02,15 —11.84 -10.90 -5.5 —1.35
1956 0.13401 —0.029tL. —18.00 —11.41 —4.24 —2.35
C. 12824 —0.03515 —21.53 -15.23 —3.69 —2.52
(,.12540 —0.03833 —23.27 —18.47 —3.41 —3.39
196 0.1197w —0.04359 —26.13 20.76 2.85 3.12
1170 C.llBsl —0.04492 —27.48 -19.78 —4.45 —3.25
171 0.1C9cD —0.05318 —32.91 —25.96 403 —2.98
1972 0.10892 —0.0451 —33.3s —6.35 —4.20 —2.aO
1973 0.11783 —0.04560 —27.90 —19.87 —3.36 —4.66
1974 0.12305 —0.04038 —24.11 —18.94 —1.57 —4.20
1975 0.1257b —D.03Th7 —23.05 -1S.22 —2.ob —5.17c—is




ASu4UAs. cuuLArIvL CUMULATIVE ospzri- MAEKELKTEBACTIOka
AAPOà.T CHANGE PEkCEN1A flVSNESS SL4E
SHAkE IN EXPORT CHANGE EIFECT EFFECT Lk}EC?
SHARE IN EXPDR?
SHARE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.04098 0.00000 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.30
1956 0.03476 —0.00622 —15.19 —6.7b —9.79 1.3o
1957 0.04227 0.00129 3.14 —1.75 0.16 I473
iSSa 0.04933 -0.0014s —3.53 —9.48 3.71 2.2'+
1951 0.04Ti5 0.00617 16.52 4.56 8.91 3.05
1960 0.047Th O.OObBO 16.6) 6.53 7.So
1961 0.04931 0.00833 20.33 9.2s 1.47 9.61
19b2 0.05265 0.01167 26.43 15.21 —1.42 14.70
1963 0.0*9t0 0.00862 21.04 5.614 —2.58 17.97
1964 0.0472b 0.00628 15.32 —0.58 —2.29 lo.20
1965 0.04862 0.00Th4 18.614 4.51 0.57 14.56
lioó C.05016 0.00918 A2.3 3.57 2.61 lb.01
1967 u.05200 0.01101 26.8b 5.12 0.34 21.35
19b8 0.05122 0.01024 2.9? 4.90 —2.85 2.92
1969 0.05031 0.00932 22.75 4.08 —4.23
1970 0.0u813 0.00714 17.43 —2.19 —2.63 22.24
1571 O.04b36 0.00340 13.19 —3.64 —4.77 21.59
1974 0.9u640 3.0O42 13.23 —o.36 .1.71 21.30
1973 0.050b4 0.00966 3.56 1.75 —0.19 22.01
1974 0.05491 0.01353 33.99 15.75 —0.35 18.59
197, G.0D696 0.01599 35.03 22.66 21.12C—16




eU?1ULATIV. CUAULAT1Vk cLmnrI— iIflKET imflthACTZ0N
CHASGk fljCESTAG TIVENESS
SnAkEi fl2DT CtiAbGE EPIECT EIIECI LFIECT
SHills. lb EAPOM
SHAlE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
19S 0.3b623 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 O.370b —0.00.915 —.50 —1.23 —1.30 0.DLi
1 S? 0.35610 —0.01013 —2.77 —0.74 —1.80 —0.23
1958 0. 111141 0.00516 1.41 3.63 —2.12 —0.09
1i59 0.38115 0.01496 4.08 7.48 3.39 0.01
0.3941! 0.02794 7.63 9.14 —1.34
1961 0.39SDY 0.03336 9.11 10.63 —1.73 D.21
162 0.3S1b 0.02692 7.90 9.Ob ,1.66 0.50
19ó3 0.3960t 0.03183 8.6 9.25 —1.19 O.3
19o'i O.33o3 0.02760 7.54 7.33 0.75 C.96
1965 0.399b9 0.03346 9.14 9.25 —1.01 0.96
16á .i531 0.03307 9.03 10.33 —2.63 1.34
0.03150 a.60 11.12 —3.114 1.22
1ôà 0.4039 0.03i16 10.69 13.lo 4.13 1.66
l9bS 6.417b 0.04655 13.26 14.fl —3.72 2.34
1970 C. 4135 0.04772 13.03 13.52 —3.39 2.90
1971 0.4195 0.04972 13.58 14.35 3.60 :263
19i j.41284 0.O4obl 12.73 14.10 4.63 3.26
I ii 0.441207 0.0*561; 12.52 13.34 —4.49 3.67
lint. 0.416o3 0.65040 13.76 14.28 3.41 2.bS
U75 0.411Th 0.045s2 12.43 13.85 —3.loc—il




ASNUAL CUI4LJLATIVI. cU1IULAIIV CflIETX babKETINrEIACZION
EAPURI CLLaNE FhhCENTA4E LIVENESS SIZE
akIAAE Lb EkPORl' CL! ASGL tIIZCT
SHARE lbEX2ORT
SHARE
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.01499 0.00000 0.00 0.00 0.OD 0.00
1956 0.01602 0.00103 b.84 5.16 0.35 1.34
1957 0.01à34 0.00134 8.97 7.214 —0.43 2.15
195ö 0.0317? 0.01678 111.91 120.24 —3.75 —4.58
1959 O.030o9 0.01569 104.Sâ 112.26 —3.47 —14.12
19cu 0.030,4 0.01595 106.35 106.04 1.23 —0.92
1961 0.03130 0.01630 108.72 106.09 3.96 —1.33
1562 0.03142 0.01643 109.5 106.05 3.57 —6.06
163 0.03073 0.01514 104.91k 9.d3 5.63 2.4d
1964 3.03118 0.01618 10i.94 95.85 6.40 5.69
196b 0.03039 0.0Th40 102.69 90.06 5.24 7.37
19o6 0.02965 0.01466 97.7 66.95 4.06
1967 0.03290 0.01791 119.42 102.12 .36 11.9'.
1968 0.03352 0.C1853 123.55 107.26 4.19 12.D
1969 6.03196 0.01697 113.18 91.99 4,90 lb.26
1970 0.0isS G.01796 119.77 8.37 6.42 14.9b
171 0.03b2 0.021à2 144.23 124.05 15.10
1972 0.035w) 0.02043 136.26 120.93 4.35 10.98
1fl3 0.03b92 0.02192 ltib.2D 130.43 7.7i .D2
19711 0.03010 0.01510 100.72 oS.00 5.9
1575 0.02716 0.0121s a1.2 o3.8b 3.29 14.15C—iS
COhhna/iuF Lunu.AnvE IL.E.aaAi.s. CàAN(iEj CøTAflcRIb iAF3AsSkjAtk
COjIPOkASTSt'CUULAL'XVL
PERCLNAG±.CUAN(
ANNULL CUbULAflVLUNULATIVE COMPETI— NLEAEAnile.kACTI0N
CliAbGLpEhcrAGTZVs.HESS SiZE
IAEXPUB1 CHASGz. EFFECT £VkECT Liner
SUA&. 16 UeDRT
SLIAEt.
YEIn 1 2 3 5 6
1955 0.02143 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.018ó5 —0.00216 —12.98 —10.65 —2.01 —0.32
157 0.02(j36 —0.001C6 —'4.96 —2.34 2.8l 0.19
1958 0.008e0 —0.012/3 —59.40 —59.38 —3.79 3.77
1959 0.00862 —0.Q1260 —Sb.82 —59.10 —3.06 3.36
19o0 0.U0912 —3.1231 —57.40 —59.10 3.QM 1.61
1961 0.00799 —0.013414 —62.71 —63.50 0.40 0.39
19 0.00/84 3.01i59 —63.'e -64.16 1.26 —0.54
19t3 0.00673 —0.01I0 —55.2b —60.51 2.45 —3.20
i96 0.00810 —0.01a33 —62.22 —63.66 3.47 —2.32
195 0.008 —0.01333 —62.23 —64.05 2.9 —1.16
195 0.00748 —0.0139 —65.09 —b6.52 1.67 —3.43
1570.j07 —0.Ols2O —66.26 -67.71 0.32 1.13
0.00747 —0.01395 —6S.1 —65.4 —0.11 0.47
0.00755 —0.01367 64.1b —65.6* 0.38 0.51
1970 0.00732 —0.01411 —*5.86 —bb.81 0.77 0.18
171 0.00722 rO.01421 —66.31 -67.14 G.3o 0.41
197i 0.00a9 —0.0114'44 —67.38 —68.71 —0.29 1.62
1973 0.006Th —0.0 146) —ó8.148 —70.42 0.94 1.00
isrn Q.)O3 —0. 01305 —aO.s1 .63.16 1.sO 3.15
19n 0.00600 —C.01D42 —71.ie —i3.49 1.69 0.1tC—19
C0tsi(ebLMT01 CU&tULAflVt PLBCEh1Ai.k. LA±ASGL 10 ussrANi HiICx. £XE')Rl $aARL
1 MAO cooi 31
PEkCLLLLAGE Cdflt,t
ANUDAL LUMIJA.AflVE CUEALJLATIYtCOaPETI— tlAIiXL?INreRACnON
CMAJEGE kzacEbrAGi.£IVLMESS SIZE
SHAh. iS EXPOfl CUASUL £kL1ECI EFNECT EfkEel
ShAX. AM EXP3IIT
sit
1 2 3 4 5 6
19b5 0.OOSSrb 0.00000. 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
1956 0.00834 —0.00063 —1.00 —5.72 —1.33 0.05
1957 0.007a8 —0.00108 —12.OS —8.25 —4.05 0.2b
1 956 0 .00o36 —0. 000 60. —6.75 —0.29 —5.63 —0 • 83
1959 O.006b5 —0.00211 —23.59 -18.95 —5.11 0.47
19à0 0.00679 —0.00217 —24.25 -23.80 —0.10 C.25
1961 0.00696 —0.00198 —22.11 —23.31 1.22 —0.32
1962 0.01096 0.004)0 22.a 18.36 3.24 O.oB
19o3 0.01108 C.0021i 23.66 18.0k- '4.72 0.90
1i64 0.01249 0.00352 39.32 32.60 5.01 1.11
19o5 0.G1280 0.00383 42.77 3o.96 4.47 1.34
1966 0.01375 0.00478 53.37 48.27 3.55 1.54
19o7 0.01378 0.00481 53.7D 50.147 .03 1.20
19o6 0.01s62 0.00666 7o.51 73.42 1.98 1.10
1969 0.01620 u.C0723 80.71 74.80 4.11 1.81
1970 0.01o25 0.00728 81.26 75.29 5.33 0.64
1971 j.01622 0.u0725 80.94 78.84 .34 —2.24
1972 0.01346 0.00450 50.20 47.64 4.34
1,73 0.01340 0.00444 49.So 45.32 4.63
1i74 0.Ollw* 0.00253 28.23 28.46 2.09 —2.33
1975 0.00525 C.00029 3.21 9.d3 —0.90. —5.720—20




AasiUkL CUaLJLAIIVE CUiIULAflYL C)5Pfl1— IURKEtLb1TEkACTION
£XP0RL CUAIIL. 2EoCtNTAaATLVNESS SIZt
SnAIE IN LAP&T CUANGE EFFECT E1FEC £kFEC
SLIARE ZN
SdARE
ts.Ab 1 2 3 .4 5 6
1955 0.04567 0.00000 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
195b 0.04634 —0.00033 —0.71 0.50 —1. 11 —0.11
1957 0.04193 -tO.00474 10. is .—7.04 -3.22 0.10
3.04310 —0.0035t —7.51 —3.31 -4.19 —0.17
1fl9 0.04239 —0.304th —9.18 —5.11 —3.17 —0.30
19cc .041Lb —0.005o1 —12.03 —10.17 —1.30 0.35
161 0.04144 —3.00524 —11.22 —10.03 —0.7s —0.44
19b2 0.04040 —0.00627. —13.43 —13.04 0.43
1,63 0.33919 —0.00748 —16.02 —15.91 1.6 —1.76
1so4 u.0378Ci -0.00S86 —19.02 —19.33 2.04 —1.12
19b5 0.03713 —0.00i56 —20.52 —20.79 1.90 —1.63
1966 0.0365s —0.0100S —21.53 —21.32 0.85 —1.lb
1c7 0.034a4 0.01183 —25.36 —25.03 0.16 0.iS
19cc 0.03317 —0.01350 —28.93 —26.Od 0.00 —4.84
15b> 0.03232 —0.01435 —3074 —29.82 1.01 —1.93
1S70 0.331w5 0.01519 —3.S4 —31.6S 1.66 —2.51
197) 0.028b0 —0.01b7 —36.71 —37.07 1.48
1972 0.03000 —0.01668 —36.13 —32.30 0.62 —4.35
1973 0.02869 —0.017Th —38.10 —35.3o 0.14 —2.87
1974 0.02b2 —0.019Th —I#2.31 —40.23 —1.59
1973 C.02b93 —C.O2C7 —44.50 -41.92 —3.75 1.17
.c—n




ANNUAa. cuIuLArxvk. CUMULATtV1 C)MPETI- MAMKEILSTESACTLLN
LXPOII CHANGE kACENTAGL flVENESb
SHARE IN EXPOkT CHAMGL EFFECT EFFECT EFFECT
SHARE IS EXA3t
Ski ARE
flAB 1 2 3 4 5 6
1955 0.02228 0.00000 0.9) 0.00 0.00 0.00
19s6 0.02585 0.00360 16.16 19.75 —3.01 —0.59
1557 0.02251 0.00023 1.03 6.93 —5.48 —0.42
1S56 0.32234 0.C0006 0.a .79 —2.90 0.39
19s9 0.0z326 0.00096 4.40 9.11 e.87 0.16
1960 0.02306 0.00076 3.45 11.7€ b.41 C.1.
1961 U.0219 —0.00068 —3.07 6.19 —9.34j 0.07
1j62 i.02197 -0.00031 —1.3; 9.11 -10.34
1963 0.02102 0.00126 —5.66 8.37 -14.56 £.53
161i 0.019i2 —0.00255 —11.46 2.53 -Th.56 1.57
196D 6.01866 —0.00360 —16.17 —1.59 —15.s2 0.94
1966 0.01723 —0.00S05 —t2.65 -11.931t.53 1.61
1b7 0.01/is —0.00513 —.04 —.45 —14.45 0.91
l9oa 0.OlSsS —0.00673 —30.15 —21.95 —10.7s 2.54
19ô 0.01414 —0.00814 —36.53 —2o.09 —12.48 2.02
197C 0.01419 —0.00808 —36.b -25.07 -13.95 2.74
1971 0.01296 —0.00s32 —41.83 —34.26 —12.01 4.43
1972 0.010*2 —3.01146 —51.43 —44.96 —12.94
1973 Ci.0C775 —0.01453 —65.20 —57.20 —17.50 9.50
1974 0.00bb6 —C.0162 —70.1) —cs. 21j —14.15 9.31
1973 0.00439 —3.0 178a —80.28 -7b.56 —21.09 17.1470—22




















fla 1 2 3 4 5 6
195b 0.06734 0.00000 0.3) 0.00 6.00 0.00
1956 0.06340 —0.0O34 —5.b —4.83 —1.10 0.09
1957 0.05849 —0.00885 —13.14 9. 13 —3.59 —0.41
19.a 0.Oó00 —b.00i2 —1C.o$ —8.63 —1.09 0.5O
19 0.QcOC4 —0.00730 —10.814 -10.72 1.06 1.19
1960 O.051i39 —3.0095 —14.16 —13.07 —1.60 —0.11
19o1 0.057b —0.0097o —14.52 —12.64 —1.93 t&.C5
1o2 0.05836 0.00898 13.34 11.71 1.13 0.50
19ä3 0.0815 —0.00919 —13.64 —10.84 —2.41 —0.39
1961+ 0.05202 —C.0Th3 —.7b —18.54 —3.19 —1.03
1 965 O.b0D —0.016Th —24.92 -21.66 - 2.23 —1.04
ljóo 0.0499: —0.01739 —n.82 —24.77 O.o7 1.73
19o7 0.04597 —0.02137 —31.74 —30.17 0.23 —1.80
l9oo 0.04309 —0.02425 —36.01 —36.16 3.73 —3.60
19o.j 0.0k2th1 —0.024(43 —36.21 —35.90 3.00 3.37
1970 3.0402 —D.0270b —40.19 —3.52 2.21 —2.bo
1971 0.039 —0.32783 —41.32 —40.442 44.( —4.93
1972 0.03921 —0.02814 —1*1.18 —39544 14.03 —6.27
1973 0.03673 —..03061 —45.4b —41.94 0.48 —4.00
1fl4 0.03924 —0.02o10 —41.73 —38.76 —0.66 —2.31
.
.